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Challenge to honor memory of director
by Brian Wierima

Pledge walk, scholarships dedicated to Dennis Thayer

STAFF WRITER

Dennis
Thayer
will be
remembered by many as an
inspirationql leader. Now his legacy
is living again through the Thayer
Leadership Challenge.

The
Thayer
Leadership
Challenge is a pledge walk set up

Thayer served as director of

and the Thayer Youth Leadership
program.
The walk is scheduled for May
4, t!ie day of Mississippi Music

Steams

Hall

and

University

Organizations at SCSU. He died in

a car accident in 1995.

to
raise
funds
for
the
Thayer Leadership Scholarship, the

Thayer S'tudent Emergency Fund

Fi:st, so participants can makt: a full
day out of the event, said Rhoda
Schrader of the University
Organization office.
The idea was brought up by a
student of the career development
counci l who · wanted to do
something in Thayer's name,
according to Andy Ditlevson, the

advisor for the career development
council.
Ditlevson said the walk will be
five miles long. The event will start
at Atwood and end at Riverside
Park where the Mississippi Music
Fest will begin.
"It's going to be a fun walk with
a scenic route," Ditlevson said. "It's

Athletics
to add

policies
discussed
fordorms

women's
sports

RHA hosts discussion
with administrators to
inform students of
new co9sequences
for drug, alcohol use

by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Go TO ATHLETICS, PAGE 6 •
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New

new

"We j1-1st want to give as' many quality
opportunities to as many young men and
women as JX)SSible," said Morris Kurtz,
Director of Athletics. "As an indirect result
we are in compliance. If that philosophy is
followed, Title IX will take care of itself."
This was Kunz's response to questions
on the soon-to-be added women's sports
nordic skiing and junior varsity softball.
According to Kurtz, coming into
compliance with Title IX was not the major
motive behind the addition of the two
sports.
"We're so far ahead of most schools in
tenns of compliance that we have no worry
of an outside agency scrutinizing us," Kurtz
said, referring to the Office for Civil Rights.
Currently, the Title IX test is threeprong, with a school being considered in
compliance if they meet any one of three:
Intercollegiate
participation
opportunities for male and female students
are substantiaJly proportionate to the
school's enrollment.
• The institution can show a history and
continuing practice of program expansion
responsive to the developing interests and
abilities of the underrepresented sex.

a great cause to honor a great
person." ·
. There are prizes given to
individuals who raises the most
money Ditlevson said. The grand
prize is a free one-year SCSU
parking permit or a $150
Herberger's gift certificate.

by Karlee Morgan
STAFF WRITER

Lukas JohnumlSrAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Terry Vermillion leads_ the St Cloud State University Percussion Ensemble
Wednesday afternoon outside the Quarry Nlteclub. They will perform in concert at 9
a.m. Saturday in Ritsche Auditorium.

The Residence Hall Association
conducted an open forum Monday to
discuss the problem of drug and alcohol
abuse in the residenl halls and the new
disciplinary actions that wi ll be taken.
The panel, who metat4 p.m. in Atwood
Liule Thea~. included Addie Turkowski,
associate director of residential life;
Michael Hayman, director of residential
life; and Lee Bird, vi~ president of student
life and development.
"We don't want negative behavior to be
controlling those who are not drinking,"
Turkowski said. "We are here to get your
feedback."
Bird announced the policy will not
change in that alcohol is nOl pennitted in
the residence halls, but stricter regulations
and disciplinary acts are being looked into
to stop the number of alcohol-related
incidents.
"I believe there should be no first
warning," Bird said. "Students receive a
warning in the residence h<!ll contract.

Go ro HALLS, PAGE 5 •
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TODAY
Baseball
1 p.m. SCSU at University
of North Dakota . They also
play Saturday at the sarrie
time.

Women's Tennis
4 p.m. SCSU at South
Dakota State.

'Portrait of Maria'
8 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. Also playing Friday
and Saturday at 8 p.m., and
Sunday at 6 p.m.

Adventure Weekend
Spend the weekend
enjoying the outdoors at
Whitewater State Park.

Night of Comedy
8 p.m. in Ritsche
Auditorium. Kevin Downey,
Jr. and Melvin George II will
perform.

SATURDAY
Men 's tennis
3:30 p.m. SCSU VS. St.
Thomas, at home.

Women's golf
SCSU at University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire ·
Invitational. The tournament
concludes Sunday.

Softball
SCSU at Mankato St.

TGurnament. Tournament
concludes Sunday.

Women's tennis
SCSU at Augustana and
the University of South
Dakota.

MONDAY
Scott Laurent Band
1O p.m. Monday Night Live
band of the week, ~Scott
Laurent Band," will be on
KVSC following 'The Area'. The performance will be
slmulcast on UTVS.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicfe, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

CAMPUS
SCSU to participate as
part of statewide
Tornado Drill Day
Governor Ame Carlson has proclaimed the
week of April 21-25, to be Tornado Awareness
Week in Minnesota. Thursday is designated as
the :Statewide Tornado Drill Day.
On day, the city sirens will be sounded twice.
The first time will be at 1:45 p.m. and the second
time at 6:55 p.m. Although this is a drill, it is
anopportunity to inform students and staff about
safety guidelines in the event an actual tornado
is approaching and the alert siren is activated.
For classes in session at this time, instructors
are supposed to make · the following
announcement: 'This is a tornado drill. In the·
future, if the siren is heard: remain calm and
proceed to the building tornado shelter or go to
the first floor. Attempt to· put as many walls

& COMMUNITY

between you and the stonn as possible."
For all other students and employees, when
the siren sounds, vacate your station and proceed
to designated areis. At 2 p.m., after everyone has
vacated, there should be an announcement
saying, "all clear." At this point everyone may
return to their stations.
'
During Tornado Awareness week, the office
of University Public Safety will post tornado
awareness information to assist in tornado
education.

KVSC wins Associated
Press awards
KVSC received three Minnesota Associated
Press awards, announced at the annual meeting
last Friday.
The three awards were in two separate
categories. KVSC placed first in In-Depth
category with a story on the Hirschberger

STATE

Brainerd
.b asketball coach
fired in sex
'Tum your knob
incident
to Bob' includes
After rejecting Tim Martin's
turning to
resignation letter, the Brainerd
School Board voted unanimously Howard Stern ·
Monday to end his contract.

IN IIIsTORY••.
32 years ago...
Overflow crowds jammed the
galleries of the Student Senate
office as representatives from
Shoemaker Hall and other students
gathered in hopes of hearing a
Senate response to the anti-dress
code resolution passed by the
Shoemaker Hall dormitory council.
The rule was that students living in
Shoemaker Hall had a dress code
they had to adhere to when eating in
the Shoemaker cafeteria. ·
Shoemaker Hall's donn council
recommended that the Senate
support its resolution, stating
students should be able to decide
for themselves what is acceptable
dress.

CoRRECTIONS
In the April 15 edition under the
news story titled, ''Team gallops
toward start" it should read that
entry fees for IHSA horse shows are
between $10 and $14.
In the article titled, "ECO has
higher hopes for Earth Week 1997,"
Angel Samolytz should be listed as
a sophomore.

Exhibit. This segmert . featured Holocaust
survivor and artist Fritz Hirschberger and his art
display at SCSU. In• the In-Depth category,
Klinefelter Honored received an honorable
mention. This was a radio piece on the memorial
for slain St. Joseph police officer Brian
Klinefelter.
In the play-by-play category, SCSU Hockey
was named honorable mention.
KVSC radio competed in the AP radio class
one category, which represents stations with one
or fewer full-time news persons.

Great River Run slated
for May3
The 21st annual Great River run will be May
3. This run is a cooperative efffort by the St.
Cloud area family YMCA, Central Minnesota

Heart Association and Fitzharris Ski & Sport.

& N ATION

during the weekend of the girls'
state basketball tournament in
Minneapolis in mid-March.

Martin, 32, was charged earlier
this month with one count each of
third and fourth-degree criminal
sexual conduct. He also faces four
counts of furnishing alcohol to
minors.
According to a Crow Wing
County criminal complaint, Martin
admitted he supplied the alcohol
and had mappropnate sexual
activity with a 17-year-old girl
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One day after switching from
country music to hard rock,
WBOB-FM began airing Howard
Stem.
Wednesday from 6 a.m. to 10
a'. m., Stem's morning show began
airing.
Stem's
arrival
poses
a
considerable threat t6 Tom Barnard,
whose morning drive-time program
on KQRS-FM has sat at nu!J"lber I

for a decade among 18-34-yearolds, the audience that listens to
Stem as well.

to severe 0ooding, bringing the
total to 46.

Muslim
pilgrimage

Not even city
hall safe from
flooding in
Fargo

stopped by fire

Crews continued work today on
building a second dike around City
Hall after finding a leak in the
original wall.
The second dike was completed
Wednesday and it stands more than
four feet high and stretches four city
blocks.
Meanwhile, an additional 25
Minnesota counties were declared
major disaster areas on Tuesday due

The official death toll f~m_a fire
that tore through Mina, Saudi
Arabia, located just outside of
Mecca, is 217, but witnesses say
they saw at least 300 bodies.
Ignited by exploding canisters of
cooking gas and fanned by high
winds, the blaze destroyed 70,000
tents and forced hundreds of
thousands of pilgrims to spend the
.1ight without shelter on the plain
outside Mecca, lslams's holiest city.
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Rodriguez urges support for Zapatistas
same amount. NAFTA is not the military) went after your mother,
only area in which the U.S. brother, father. What would you
government is involved in the issues do?"
The speaker said she thought
between the Zapatistas and the
she could be a light to others and
Mexican government.
The U.S . government is use other means of protest, but that
currently supplying mnitary aid to she could not condone violence.
the Mexican government which is
Senior Stephanie Brown, a
being used in the battle against the political science major, ' took the
opportunity to
Zapatistas under
respond to the
the guise of
••
stopping
the ===◄•-~=== unidentified
speaker's
trafficking
of
comments.
drugs. Rodriguez
''The nOnstated the area of
Chiapas is not
violence stance
is honorable,
known for drug
trafficking while
1
the military has
built-up in that
r~tes w~t~:~
area in an effort to
intimidate
the
the op,;on of

People of
Chiapas, Mexico
fight back against
government after
peace talks fail
by Jodi L. Wallin
STAFF WRITER

To the south of the U.S. border

We are people

lies a nation engaged in lowintensity warfare against its own
people. But no one would know

about it because it attracts no media
attention.

The Zapatistas of Chiapas,
Mexico have taken on an armed
warfare against their government
after peace talks failed in January

~:i:,~:~as

between the Zapatista rebels and
Mexico's President Zedillo.

"We have an economic crisis.
We have a political crisis," said
Cecilia
Rodriguez,
U.S.
representative to the Zapatistas. "If
we don't have hope, if we don't
understand each of us has a
responsibility as human beings to
take a stand in this world, then we

have a moral crisis as well."
Rodriguez was on campus
Wednesday evening at the
Kimberly A. Ritsche auditorium to
discuss the reasons behind the
Zapatista movement. Despite
having been hospitali zed for
exhaustion at the SL Cloud Hospital
emergency room and canceling
workshops earlier in the day, she
presented the evening's keynote
address ro cap off Chicano history
month. Rodriguez has been
speaking around the nation since
April 9 and has been to
Washington, D.C. and Mexico
twice since the breakdown of peace
talks.
"She really wanted to do this
presentation tonight," senior Jerry
Lopez said of Rodriguez. Lopez is a
supporter of the Zapatistas and a
member of Somos Zapatistas and
MEChA, which, along with several
other university organizations,
sponsored the event.
The Zapatistas, or National
Liberation Zapatista Anny, are a
political group fighting for th~ fair

Krjstint WhiJt/SrAFF PH<JTOGRAPHF.R

Cecilia Rodriguez, U.S. Representative to the Zapatistas of
Chiapas, Mexico, gives a speech Wednesday night in Kimberly
A. Ritsche Auditorium on the struggle for Mexican democracy.
treatment of the indigenous groups
of Mexico. They are comprised of
Indian peoples from six different
tribes of Mayan ancestry. There are
56 such Indian groups in Mexico.
'The political system in Mexico
excludes and discriminates against
Inrnans," Rodriguez said. "We are a
people condemned to extinction by
this economic system that looks at
us as disposable."
The Zapatistas want the return
of Article 27 to the constitution,
which guaranteed commtlnal lands
to the Indian people. The
amendment was removed from the
constitution in conjunction with
No(th Atlantic Free Trade
Agreement between the United
States, Mexico and Canada,

according to Rodriguez.
"We want tc have title to the
land. We want the right to make a
living off the land. The
improvements in agriculture hav,e
gone to benefit large land owners,
not the medium and small,"
Rodriguez said. The Zapatistas are
fighting for improved access to
technology for.their farmers.
According
to
Rodriguez,
NAFfA does not help the plight of
the Indian people as they cannot
compete against American farmers
in the trade agreement without
more advanced technology. An
Indian farmer in Mexico can raise
one ton of com on a hectacrc of
land in Chiapas whlle an American
farmer can raise seven tons on that

in a

condemned to
extinction by this
economic system
thm looks at us as
disposable.

:t ;; i~~:~ ;~
;;t-ev:tel~ the

ins;~:nia;:sta
Cecilia Rodriguez
:~~f~;io/~t i:
have a political ·1J.S. REPRESENTATIVE FOR JHE not an option."
proposal to the
ZAPATISTAS
Another
Mexican
SCSU speaker,
government
sophomore Erik
which has been rejected, according Evans, English and Mass
to Rodriguez. They want a peaceful Communications major added,
transition to a democracy with a "Peace is the ultimate goal, but
new constitution and a new sometimes you have to stand up
congress, she said.
with an open fist just to be noticed."
"In Mexico there is a political
Since last year, when Rodriguez
culture of authoritarianism. The was on campus to describe the
people are not accustomed to effects of rape being used as a
having their voices heard," weapon of war against the women
Rodriguez said. The Zapatistas of Chiapas in the Zapatista's
know change cannot come from struggle for democracy, there have
them alone but from the people of been changes in the situation.
One of those changes is the
the country as a whole, according to
Zapatistas now have . a concrete
Rodriguez.
Students attending the event had proposal in terms of indigenous
a chance to make their voices heard peoples rights, according to
on the subject. One woman from Rodriguez. That proposal has been
the audience used the opportunity rejected by the government, she
to disagree with the tactics utilized said.
by the Zapatistas. She asked
The group has also completed
Rodriguez how the Zapatistas could the building of an international
fight injustice with injustice, stating network of support which was in
the "group was doing exactly what the process last year. The main
the government was doing to them change is that the peace talks with
when it used violence to achieve its the government have failed.
''We do not have the privilege of
aims.
Rodriguez responded saying the being treated equally," said
Zapatistas did use non-violent Rodriguez. Disrespect is at the root
means. "We protested in marches of the conflict.
and took part in hunger strikes,"
For more infonnation on Somos
said Rodriguez. "But you were Zapatistas or MEChA, call the
jailed and then (the Mexican MEChA office at 202-6423.

,

Tuesday served to honor student volunteers
SCSU Volunteer Link has 2,300 registered volunteers, 37,000 total registered hours
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

Tuesday was a day,to raise consciousness
about the number of youth who attempt to
better their communities.
National Youth Service Appreciation Day
recognized youth volunteers, who range from
kindergarten to graduate students.
In the fall of 1994, Maribeth Overland was
hired as director of Student Disabilities
Services and Volunteer Link. Overland has a
support staff of work-study students who
enter the volunteer hours reported by various
university organizations into the computer.
Before Overland was hired, SCSU had
200 students and 350 hours registered with
volunteer link, Currently, there are 2,300
students registered with 37,000 hours and 211
projects. Almost 50 student organizations
register their hours.
The Volunteer Link program originally
relied on a graduate student who could only
work 10 to 15 hours per week, according to
Overland. She said her full-time position

Volunteering ~n't just working with youth and
old people. It can be an educational enhancement.
Maribeth Overland
COORDINATOR, VOLUITTEER LINK

allowed for increased opJ)Ortunities.
"Volunteering isn't just working with
youth and old people," Overland said. "It can
be an educational enhancement."
According to Overland, volunteer service
benefits students academically. All majors
and areas of study have a skill or knowledge
that fits a need in the community, according
to Overland.
"(Students)
make
better-equipped
professionals through service work,"
Overland said. ''This is why this program is
working. It isn't painful."

One of the recent, more publicized
volunteer efforts was flood relief in St. Paul
by 80 SCSU volunteers. The event was
organized, in part, by Lee Bird, vice president
for Student Life and Development.
"People want to do the right thing," Bird
said. "I hope it's just not resume stuffing; I
_hope it goes beyond that."
Rhoda Schrader, director of Universiiy
Organizations has worked with volunteer
organizations during her years at SCSU.
'These volunteers do something that has
meaning," Schrader said. "It's a double

be~:v:~e~~t~~~s } '7.ir:'~e~n~~
make the headlines in the press. Still, smallerscale events happen and that is what National
Youth Service Appreciation Day is all about,
according to Schrader.
Student Government is currently involved
in the Adopt-a-Block program. Delta Zeta
and Delta Sigma Phi are both involved with
the Adopt-a-Building program.
Organizations who are registered with
Volunteer Link include residence hall
councils, fraternities, sororities and academic
clubs who volunteer their time as
organizations and 'help with team building,
according to Schrader.
·
"Volunteering and community service
makes an organization look interesting to
students and the community as a whole,"
Schrader said.
For further information on volunteer
opportunities, contact Overland at 255-3117.
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Holocaust survivor recounts his experiences
by Muhammad Karim
NEWS EDITOR
A 76-ycar-old survivor of
Auschwitz said the most "heartwrenching"
aspect
of
his
experiences was the forcible
separation of Children from their
parents in the prison camps

established by the Nazis.
Sponsored by the Holocaust
Center, Henry Oertelt addressed
faculty and students April 14 in the

Atwood Little Theatre. He spoke of
his experiences while confined for
two years in two separate
concentration camps.
Replete with maps, pictures

and documentatijn, Oertelt's
presentation depicted the plight of

Gennany's Jews under Adolf Hitler.
Oerte1t began by describing how
the Versailles Treaty of 1919 thrust
Germany in to an economic
depression as a result of the high
reparations demanded by the Allied
. Powers. Oertel! said this act was
probably crucial in all~wi ng a
previously unknown zealot named
Adolf Hitler . to gain national
prominence.
Oertelt described an incident
that happened when he was about
six years old. He said he was in
downtown Berlin with his mother
on an errand when they observed a
group of raucous Nazis singing a
song which threatened violence
against Jews. He was shocked and
confused.
"I .isked my mother why these
men were threatening to kill us
Jews," Oertelt said. "My mother
simply placed her hand on my head
and said not to wony. These men

Julia Peterson/PHOTO EDfTOR

Henry Oertelt speaks about his experiences growing up Jewish in Germany before World War II
Monday night in Atwood Little .Theatre. Oertelt is a survivor of Auschwilz-Birkenau.
·
were nothing but loudmouthed
hoodlums."
Oertelt said Hitler established a
campaign of dehumanization
against the Jews of Gennany. He
said he began to notice the change
of attitude from his teachers.
'There was one time when I
received a paperback from my
teacher," Oertelt said. "It had no
grade or evaluation on it. When I
tried to inquire about it, I was told
to sit down and shut up."

The attempt to isolate the Jews
from Gennan life continued,
Oertelt said. He was subsequently
banned from music rehearsals and
the soccer team. Matters came to a
head when he was 14.
" I was summoped in to the
principal's office," Oerte\t said. "I
was told my presence was no
longer wanted at school. I was
ordered to leave immediately.''
Oertel! said he was an
apprentice to a furniture designer in

order to learn a trade.
According to Oertelt, the winds
of change were beginning to sweep
across Gennany like a tornado. It
seemed as if Hitler and the Nazis
were passing laws daily in an effort
to restrict the movement of Jews.
They were not allowed out of
their homes after 8 p.m. Jews could
no longer attend movies or sporting
events and could shop only
between the hours of 2 and 4 p.m.
Oertelt said he knew something

tragic was about to happen to his
people.
The first conceii.tration cam p
was opened in Munich shortly after
Hitler assumed (X)wer in 1933.
These camps were reserved for
those who opposed the dictatorshi p
of the Nazi Party. As the Gennan
army seized territory from
Czechoslovakia, Austria and
Poland, it was decided something
had to be done with the large
Jewi sh· populations of these
countries.
Thus
came
"The
Final
Solution." This was a program
designed to rid Europe of all Jews
by genocide.
"Suddenly, members of my
family began to mysteriously
disappear," Oertelt said. "We heard
stories of the concentration camps,
but we did not really know lhe
whole story."
Oertel! said at 2 a.m. in May,
1943, two unifonned SS men
pounded on the door of his family
home with their gun butts,
dema'nding that everyone pack up
everything they owned. They were
given 15 minutes to accomplish this

task.
Oerte\t and his famil~ were thf n
marched out and placed mto a truck
already filled with other Jewish
families.
"I knew we were headed for a
concentration camp," Oertelt said.
The first camp Oertelt and his
family
went
to
was
in
Czechoslovakia. He found the
conditions appalling.

Go TO HOLOCAUST, PAGE 6 •
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At CoMMUN17Y BK!,
RESOURCES, yoL.i can
give t he gift of life
and earn money to
pay for your
memories of spring
break. Thousands of
people Just like you

CHECKOUT
THE WORLD THAT

AwAITsYou!
.• The Center for International Studies has 13
programs in Europe,. Latin America, and Asia.
Contact the center for more information.
Phone 255-4287

rely

on plasma

.•~~~ product s to live ·
healthy normal lives.
Your dotiat ion 1s so important to ot hers. you are
compensated for your t ime.
Plasma donations are completely safe &
easy. You can use this time to study, relax, or
remember the good times with your friends on
Spri ng f reak '97.
For more Information or to schedule an
appointment call 259-6300.

Community Bio-Resources
2019
Mon.- Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

Stearns Way
·
6 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
6 a.m. - 4 p.m.
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
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Panelists discuss problems in_health care
by Erin Ghere

companies after she was diagnosed with cancer,
After Twiname-Dungan found a lump during a
breast self-exam, her doctor conducted a biopsy to
Since spring of 1990, the SCSU Women's Center confinn she had cancer. She underwent chemotherapy,
has hosted the Women on Wednesday presentations.
a mastectomy and radiatipn before she Was able to
This quarter, the focus of the events is: "Women's regain a normal life.
Health Issues: Knowing, Understanding and Taking
Throughout her experience, she said, the only way
Charge."
she knew whaf was happening was when she asked
1be presentation given April 16 dealt with health questions.
care, health care providers and how to take an
"Police your own health," she_said. "Monitor your
aggressive stance in getting quality medical care.
health. Ask a IOI of questions and get as much
The panel consisted of
infonnation as you can,"
three
women;
Margaret
Twiname--Oungan said.
·
Twiname-Dungan, associate
According to Twinameprofessor in the Social Work
Dungan, telling health care
Department;
Patricia
professionals what they are
Thielman of the Women's
1,ot
thinking i~ the best thing to do
Center and junior Molly
to feel better, as well as get
Wilson, member of Campus
more information about
Advocates Against Sexual
procedures or conditions.
Assault.
Wilson
recalled
her
experiences as a child being
The three related stories of
Margaret Twiname-Dungan
self-,conscious about her body.
:~;ide:eir
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOB, SOCIAL WORK
She said health care workers
unfairly; one case involving an unnecessary surgery. did not seem to acknowledge it
They discussed how they learned or are learning to take
Wilson's shared memories spanning from, when she
charge of their health.
was 12 years old to as recently as four months ago.
Thielman was told she needed a hysterectomy and
In the most recent example, Wilson said she was
the symptoms following her surgery were either routine diagnosed with a tilted uterus. But when she went for a
or unrelated to the procedure.
second opinion, the doctor found the cause of her pain
In truth, she never needed the surgery. As a result, was a cyst in her uterus. Had she not taken the initiative
her thyroid_gland was unbalanced. She said she realized to get the second opinion she would have had a surgery
she needed to start asking questions and getting secpnd for no reason.
opinions to find these things out.
Wilson added although she ha.s not overcome her
"Don't let someone cut into you unless it's fear of asking questions when she was unclear, she is
imperative," Thielman sald. "Know what they are working on it.
doing."
The Women on Wednesday's series takes place in the
Thielman advised seeking alternatives, researching South Voyageur room of Atwood Memorial Center at
procedures and doctor's suggestions and considering noon each Wednesday. For more informntion, con/act
holistic healing.
the Women's Center at 2554958.
Twiname-Dungan discussed her experiences with
health care professionals as well as insurance
STAFF WRITER

Ask a
of questions
and.get as much
infonnation as you can.
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Ditlevson said anyone who
raises more than $25 will receive a
Thayer Leadership Challenge Tshirt.
Other prizes include
sweatshirts and $15 to $100 gift
certificates from the SCSU
Bookstore.
Ditlevson said there are also
prizes for teams. The team who
raises the highest amount of money
will receive 10 guest lickets for the
President's Box during a Husky
hockey game.
Student organizations call also
receive prizes for raising the most
money, Ditlevson said. , An
organization can win a Quarry party
with music and refreshments. The
residence hall floor with the highest
amount raised will receive a free
pizza party.
There will be·drawings for door
prizes donated by
various
businesses and organizations,
Ditlevson said.
"We really hope people make
· this a fun event and get some
friends together and fonn a team,"
Ditlevson said.
According to Ditlevson, the
Thayer Challenge is a great start to
earn $10,000, the goal that was set
for the Thayer Scholarship
Program.
"This is just a starting point and
as we get closer to our goal there
will be other fund-raisers,"
Ditlevson said. ''This walk might
become an annual event."
The funds raised by the walk
will benefit the Thayer Leadership
Scholarship. The scholarship is a
monetary award given to the winner
of the Thayer Leadership Award
and is part of the Excellent
Leadership Program, Schrader said.
Schnider added the Thayer
Youth Program also benefits from
funds raised by the wallt. The
program, established last year,

supports volunteers from SCSU
and the community who help
develop leadership skills in high
school students.
The Thayer Student Emergency
Fund is another benefaciary of the
walk. The fund assists students in
need due to personal emergency.
Ditlevson stated in case of bad
weather, the walk will be shortened
and will end at HaJenbeck Hall
where the Mississippi River Fest
would be moved to.
Schrader said she hopes for
good weather because the turnout
would be higher.
The deadline for entries is April
28; but it is only the deadline for
ordering
Thayer
Leadership
Challenge T-shirts, Ditlevson said.
He said anyone can register up to
the day of the walk, but they might
not receive a T-shirt.
Schrader sald the pledge walk is
worthwhile in many ways.
"It will be a really great event
for organizations to get together and
end the year in a positive way,"
Schrader said. "(Thayer) motivated
people to get involved and was the
kind of person people don't forget
and that's why organizations and
people are accepting this event."
Ditlevson said organizations
want to support Thayer and the
things he believed in. Ditlevson
explained the goal is to raise
money, but remembering Thayer's
accomplishments overshadows that

goal.

~~\

~:~f:tu=~~

"Parents coming to campus do not
need to see alcohol bottles in the
trash cans of the residence halls."
In the new alcohol proposal, a
first offense would result in hall
probation and inandatory alcohol
education class. Second offense
would result in a three to nine-day
suspen_sion from the residence hall
and optional assessment. The third
offense will result in pennanent
removal from the residence hall and
one year of university probation.
"Hall probation refers to dealing
with only the residence hall
policies. University probation
Would be a violation of the policy
elsewhere which could result in
school suspension," Bird said.
First offense of marijuana
possession, in any amount, would

I

goi~~a:h:~t
!1
who are about to graduate who
knew (Thayer) and the ultimate
goal is to remind people of (Thayer)
and what he stood for," Ditlevson
sald.
For additional information,
contact Andy Ditlevson at 255-

4018.
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Patricia Thielman, office manager for the SCSU Women's
Center, was one of three speakers at the Women on Wednesday
presentation that took place on April 16.

result in cancellation of the
resident's contract and removal
from
the
hall,
mandatory
drug/alcohol
assessment
or
drug class, one year of university
probation and the St. Cloud
Police Department would be
contacted.
Second offense of marijuana
possession would result in
university suspension for a
minimum of one year and
involvement of the St. Cloud Police
Department.
"The benefit of the new
prop6sal wou Id be a lot less second
offenses with a stricter first
offense," Hayman said.
"Our job is to provide the best
learning environment, alcohol has
never been a part of it, and never
will be a part of it," Bird said. "My
concern is for those who drink in
the residence halls and affect those
who choose not to."

$3

Questions were asked by the
audience in response to • those
residents who register empty
alcohol bottles with their hall
director for decoration purposes.
"Somebody can have a colored
registered bottle of alcohol in their
room. However, I don't think it is
necessary for decoration," Bird
said. "I would like to find
justification for having an empty
alcohol bottle filled with colored
water for decoration."
Concern was mentioned about
students who enter a room where
there is alcohol being consumed but
who were not part of the incident.
Students wanted to know what
disciplinary acts, if any, would be
placed 01!.,that student.
"People who are not violating
the law don't have to be responsible
for the activity but have to make a
responsible choice whether to stay
in the room," Turkowski said.

1
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Holocaust
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"We were not -allowed to bathe," Oertclt
said. "We all eventually developed festers
and sores which subsequently became

infectious. People began to die left and righL
11le children were the most susceptible to
disease and infections and died rapidly."
Oertel! said they were only given enough
food for bare Subsistence, and sometimes the
food had bugs in it. He willed himself to eat
for the sake of survival, he said.

The prisoners were given mush which was
supJX)sed to be soup, according to Oertelt.
They were occasionally given meat. He said
they were never afforded such luxuries as
milk and vegetables.
ln October, 1944, Oertclt and his brother,
along with hundreds of other men, women
and children, were crowded in to a train and

~~~~~idw~:~~~:: :.U~a~~ :}~f~
life.

"We were all weak and sick," Oertelt said.
"None of us could walk very well. We all had
to stand and we were packed together in the
train. There was no toilet facility and by the
end of the two-day ride, 35 people had died."
Oertel! and his group ended up at the
infamous concentration camp Auschwitz,
located in Poland.
Historian William Shire estimated that
more than 1.5 million people were
exterminated at Auschwitz.
"Auschwitz was the single biggest killing
machine of all of the concentration camps,"
Ocrteltsaid.
"People ask me to describe the worst thing
I have ever witnessed while a prisoner in the
camps," Ocrtelt said. "Well, the worst thing I
beLieve was to witness the separation of
children from their loved ones. Yes, I saw
brutal beatings and things like that. But the
most heart-wrenching was the inhuman way

Kimball Golf Club
$19 9•TAx St'udent Membership
• Unlimited

Featuring:
• 18 holes,
• Full pro-shop and
• Driving range
Group and private lessons available
from golf professionals Frank Thomas
and Gary Plante.
(320) 398-2285

IJ IAJ l:J lKl rl lQl t!l lrl 19
IA] IJ IA] l:J Ir] t:) (] 13 lrl r:,
1311 Sixth Ave. S.
Ask about our $JOO.gift certificate for gas!

All units include:
• Off-street parking
• Phone & TV jacks
• Location on bus line
• On-site caretaker
• Paid heat and water

•Mini-blinds
• Air conditioning
• Carpeting
• Dishwasher
• Microwaves

Single Sum me, 1cnt,1I, SI 00
12 month leases for four bedroom a()artments
$185 per month

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259 .

children were taken from their parents."
Oertelt said he remained at Auschwitz
until the camp was liberated by the
Americans in April, 1945. At that time,
Oertelt said he weighed only 82 pounds. He
said when the Americans arrived, they
distributed food to the emaciated prisoners of
Auschwitz.
"I can still remember the taste of that
cookie I was given," Oertelt said.
Oertelt repeated several times throughout
his ~address that there were many Germans
who stiongly disagreed with the policies of
the Third Reich. 1n fact, many of these
individuals ended up in concentration camps
along with the Jews.
"All GeIT11ans did not approve of Hitler's
actions," Oertelt said. 'There were many
GeIT11ans who iisked their Lives to assist the
Jews escape from being killed by the Nazis."
Junior Samantha Khor said she was·
moved by Ocrtelt's two hour presentation.
"It moved me to see someone who could
endure such hardship and still remain
positive," Khor said.

Athletics
•It can be demostrated that the .
interests and abilities of the
members of that underrepresented
sex have been fully and effectively
accommodated by the present
program.
Kurtz said he recently read an
article stating approximately 9
percent of colleges and universities
are currently in compLiance with
Title IX, and half of those came as a
direct result of having been sued.
Softball coach Sue Becker is not
sure how a j. v. softball team will
pan out.
"There's not very many j.v.
teams in the state," Becker said.
'There is a question of who they
will compete against."
Becker believes that part of the
creation of a j. v. softball team was
to further SCSU's move toward
absolute compliance.
"I think they do want it to count ,
towards participants in numbers,"
Becker said. "One prong of the test
is proportionality."
The current and future
expenditure for j.v. softball is
$10,000, while ·women's nordic

Scott Bryce, mass communications
professor and co-director of the Holocaust
Center, said people like Oertelt must be
heard, because their stories are important for
the current generation of Americans to hear
and ponder.
"I think students at SCSU should know
about these things because to hear them first
hand is always superior to a secondhand
source such as a textbook or videotape,"
Bryce said.
Oertelt said he maintained a sense of
humor throughout his time in the
concentration camps. This helped him to deal
with some of the most trying days of his life.
"I am trav_eling around the country
relating my experiences in order to open the
eyes of people," Oertelt said. "What
happened to me and millions of other Jews
are not the only atrocities in human history.
One only has to look around in the world
today. All I hope is that we will all unite in an
effort to prevent these type of things from
happening in the future."
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skiing is $47,600. Nordic skiing is
expected to draw between 30 and
50 members and j. v. softball about
15.
Sherwood Reid, current advisor
of the nordic skiing club team and
Director of Admissions, said this
year's women's team was very
strong. ·
"I've wanted (nordic skiing as a
varsity sport) for a long time," Reid
said. "Skiers from schools such as
St. Cloud Apollo, Tech and Elk
River are leaving the area."
According to Kurtz, more
women currently compete in nordic
skiing lhan hockey in the state of
Minnesota and that all three of the
St. Cloud high schools have very
respected programs.
.. We've got a natural feeder
system,"Kurtzsaid.
"If the coach goes out there and
does a good job of recruiting, I
don't see why they can't do real
well," Reid said.
A head coach for both softball
and nordic skiing arc currently
being sought. Becker will be
stepping down to take the job of

SCSU athletic compliance officer
next year and Reid is not pursuing
the job as varsity nordic skiing
coach.
As
far
as
disspelling
consideration of junior varsity
hockey as a quick-fix that may not
last at SCSU, Kurtz says there is no
truth toit.
Becker said she'll just have to
wait and see how a j. v. program
goes over with women.
"Denny
Lorsung
(men's
baseball coach) used to have a j. v. •
program and that always went over
real well," Becker said. "He always
had large numbers that wanted to
play. We'll just have to wait and see
if that attitude prevails for women."
Also coming to SCSU in the
future is women's varsity hockey;
the head coach is to be named in
1999, and the program to begin in
2000.
According to Kurtz, a meeting
of WCHA representatives is
coming up soon, and al the top of
the agenda is a move to create a
women's WCHA. The estimated
expenditure for women's hockey is
between $300,000 and $350,000.
The expenditure is $451,859 for the
men's hockey team.

Fgot some extra time on your hands:;,
April 13-19 is ,National Volunteer Week
9f uou wou/c/ like to get involvec/ on campus, in the communitlj. or in
the state contact Maribeth Over/cine/ at Volunteer link on campus
~/1 255-311'7 or stop bij the office in t'ltwood eenter room 11:1~
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Career Services offers summer job optio~
by Christine Larter

well as a student's own networking and

contacts.

STAf.F WRITER

Ditlevson said, "Students should talk to

Opportunities are still open for summer classmates and friends who have already
internships, aJthough students
strongly done internships and find out where they
urged to start their search earlier in the year.
did their internship."
"Although a lot
••
·
, According
to ·
of the organizations
Murray, . there _ ~re
with
formal
many
mtemshlps
internship programs
that
are
never
have already -made
publicized,
so

are

: ~f~~~!:e~
~ltfevson,

~~!~

~~~~:. of Career
Students looking

~~~1~

Whatever discipline a
student might be
interested in, we can
help t~em get
contacted

:~=~- need to do

int~!~~ip we : ~
see publ icized, we
;~f1~~izS:,''. 1

~u:;

1
:~;
Richard Murray
:;~!e;~~~:cc:h;_:
0h~:~
according
to
DIRECTOR, CAREER SERVICES
help."
Richard · Murray,
A student can still
director of Career
gain career-related
Services. Major departments are a good experience several other ways if they
place to start, he" said.
cannot find a paid internship.
"Literally every department is operating
"Use classroom assignments to focus
their own internships and have their own on career related topics," Ditlcvson said.
· communicating devices to tell students about "If you already have a job, talk to your
internships," Murray said.
employer about gaining career related
According to Ditlevson, _students may experience in that job."
also use resources available at Career
"Obtaining as many career related
Services. There arc several hundred experience_s as possible is very important
internships listed in the Career Services if a person wants to compete for the

Library.

"Whatever dis9ipline a student might be
interested in, we can help them get
contacted," Murray said.
Students can also look in Student
Employment because some summer jobs
may count as career experience. The Internet
can also serve as a resource along with the
Alumni Network and employer databases, as

absolutely best jobs out there," Ditlevson
said.

Sophomore
Kim
Anderson ,
accounting major, is an aide in the
Career Services office. Career
Services
is located
in the
Administration Building, Room 101 . Lu/ms Johnson/STAFF PHOTOGF.APHER

Funding available for enterprising students
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

Entrepreneurship
is
very
popular,
and
somctirhes
very lucrative, but what exactly
is it and how can an average
person become an entrepreneur?
Gail Averse, member of the
St. Cloud Chamber of Commerce,
has the ansWcrs to those
questions.
An entrepreneur is someone
who starts his or her own business,
. usually
offering
something
few others can. According to
Averse, these are people with
vision.
"Entrepreneurship is related
to somebody who tends to
be very innovative and 'very
driven," Averse said. 'These people
are big risk-takers and often
loners."
Of
course,
starting
an
independent business is not
an easy process. There are several
steps that need to be taken
before people can tum Ideas into
reality.
'The whole process depends
on the kind of business
someone wants to start," said
Averse.
Funding is an issue all

entrepreneurs must deal with. It
can deter many people fr0m
opening a business. Fortunately, the
government can assist.
There are several programs
through the federal government
designed
to
help
people

with bonafide ideas get their
businesses off the ground. They
offer loans to people who have
a business plan and cash
flow projection. In recent years,
the
government
has
even
reduced
the
amount
of

paperwork needed to receive a
loan.
Some of these programs include
the Central Minnesota Initiative
Fund, which is for smaller
independent
busincSses,
the
Small Business Administration,

which offers low documentation
loans
and
local
programs
which
encourage
economic
development in the downtown
'There are a lot of programs
out there people can· take
advantage . of," said Dawn
Jensen, director of the Small
Business Development Center on
campus.
_
The center is a place people can

~:~

:i~::~h

~o~~::~

a!t;i~~
by-project basis.
"We try to tailor our services to
meet the needs of the independent
owner,"Jensensaid.
They offer a free consulting
service and will he.Ip beginning
entrepreneurs ·prepare financial
statements
and
cash
flow
projections.
Business
The
Small
Development Center. has been
operating for almost 20 years and
has helped businesses employing
from one to 1300 people with sales
from $10,000 to somewhere in the
millions.
Enterprising students with
motivation and vision who have
Scott Anderson!SrAFF PHOTGJI.APHER
questions about starting their own
Dawn Jensen is the director of the Small Business Development Center. The Center is one business can call the center at 255-

resource for students interested in beginning entrepreneurships.

4842.

"Real magic begins when you leap from the possjble to the impossible." - John Mapes
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Resumes display
job qualifications

SCSU Women's Center presents

Take oUtDaughters

by.Christine Larter

have their resume looked over. Car.eer
Services also has a homepage called
the RCsume Starter to help with a
A good resume is an effective student's first resume.
'This program was developed
marketing tool to help a job hunter
get their foot in the door of jointly by Academic Computer
Services and Career Services to help
employmen{.
Connie Hauer, owner of Hauer people get their first resume started,"
Word Processing, said, "Most Ditlevson said.
Students can also use the
employers will decide in 30 seconds
Network,
employer
if they are going to grant you an Alumni
interview." Hauer prepares resumes databases and the Career Services
for students based on infonnation Library to get help writing a resume
Students can call up alumnus
students present her with.
Andy Ditlevson, associate director or employers and ask what employers
of Career Services, said there are want to see on a resume. The
three steps to wrf= a resume. First, Career Services Library has
the job-seeker should decide what descriptions of different jobs and the
he/she . is applying for. Next, the key tasks and skills needed for a
person needs to do research and find specific job.
Hauer said she helps · people
out what kind of qualifications the
employer is looking for. The finaJ write resumes by asking questions
about
what type of job or business
step is matching qualifications, skills,
experiences, knowledge and training the applicant is applying to and
what distinguishes . them from
with what the employer wants.
"You need to pick a(format that the competition. She asks about
will allow you to best match your theireduc~tion, military involvement,
qualifications with what the employer computer skills, the programs
the student can use, clubs the
is looking for," Ditlevson said.
was
involved
in,
If the applicant has a few years student
experience in a particular field, this any volunteer work ai:td past
process will work. Most college employmenL
People sometimes bring resumes
students, however, do not have this
and have Hauer look at the resume.
experience.
"Since most college students don't She will often suggest more action
have a couple of years work words and using short, concise
experience in their field, an sentences with bullets. This makes
experience or skills based resume, the resume easier to read and more
also known as a functional resume, eye-catching.
"It's amazing how changing a
works best," Ditlevson said.
There are a number of resources statement can make a difference,"
on campus that can help students with Hauer said.
According to Ditlevson, writing a
writing resumes. Career Services
holds resume workshops several resume is simple, if a person knows
times a quarter. Also, there are knows what to look for. The purpose
resume ii.nd cover letter books, of a rCSume is to prove the job-seeker
handouts and samples available. has the qualifications the employer is
Students can make an appointment to seeking.
STAFF WRITER
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Riverside Real Estate
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Worried chat your undergraduate degree hasn't prepared you for "a career in
business?

The University of St. Thomas Graduate School of Business now-~

offers three graduate prograffis designed specifically for recent college graduates
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Huskies
splits at

home
by Heather Proskey
STAFF WRITER

Mother Nature finally gave her
blessing to the SCSU softball
team this week letting them have
their first home doubleheader of
the season at Selke Reid Tuesday.
The Huskies were able to take
one of the two games played,
losing to the University of North
Dakota 1-0 and taking the second
game 2-1.
SCSU . has improved their
record to 19-7 overall and 1-1 in
the North Central Conference.
The w~ther did prove to be a
factor with the wind blowing
strongly in the field and letting the
players struggle with cold
appendages for the two games.
"We didn't play as well as we
have played recently," said head
coach Sue Becker. "We didn't
come out as ready as we should
have been with the week off. We
should have been rested and ready
togo."

Jodi L

WaJ/in!SrAFF PHaTOGRAPHF.R.

SCSU sophomore infielder Michelle Lechner slides into second base against the University of North Dakota in the second game of
the doubleheader in Tuesday's game at Selke Field. SCSU lost the first game 1-0 to, but won the second game 2-1.

In the first game, the Huskies
took a scoreless tie into the
seventh inning when they gave up
The weather and the flooding
the winning run to UND in the top
in Marshall, Minn. ix,stponed last
· of the inning.
weekend's tournament, so the
The Huskies were unable to
Huskies practiced all week and
worked on the fundamentals of pick up a tieing run in the bottom
of the seventh and lost the game
softball.
·

1-0.

"We had runners in scoring
ix,sition and we_re not able to hit
them home, " said Becker. "We
need to work on hitting up at the
plate and getting those runners
in."
First year pitcher Karissa
Hoehn pitched all seven innings of
the game and gave up only three

hits while striking out nine batters.
Hoehn's record fell to 10-5.
In the second game, first year
pitcher Adria Carlyon hung in
there all seven innings, striking
out three while allowing e ight hits
to pick up the win. Carlyon's
record improved to 8-2.

"Our pitchers are ayerageing
about nine strikouts a game," said
Becker. 'The pitchers were sharp
in the fifth and sixth inrlings and
struggled a bit in the seventh
innings."
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SCSU prepares for life after Martin and Bouman
by Kerry Collins
STAFF WRITER

Randy Martin and Todd Bouman are
gone, but the SCSU defense returned nearly
every starte~ from a year ag0 as spring
football practice opened Monday for the
Huskies.
The SCSU defense lost only two starters
from a year ago, safety Curt Fernholz and
defensive end Adam Cramlet. With a lot of
returners, defensive coordinator Matt
Pawlowski likes the prospects for next
season.
"I feel very good about the nucleus we
have returning," Pawlowski said. "We had a
lot of young guys that played last year and got
experience, we have to build on that."
.
Anchoring the defense will be a solid trio
of senior linebackers. Jim Louis, Jeremy Sinz
and John DesRoches will solidjfy the middle
for the Huskies. The three seniors combined
for 329 tackles last season.
"As a trio, those three are probably the
best in the league," Pawlowski said.
The Husky secondary also has a cast of
returners, led by senior Greg Gronski. Senior
Lance Horozewski, junior Jerem)' Burros,
and sophomores Larry Miller and Mark Dean
will also be looked to for solid play.
"We have "depth and a lot of quality
players in the secondary," Pawlowski said.
"Our safeties have to be very physical
because they are involved a lot in the run
defense."

Dean saw sorrie starting time at
comerback for the Huskies last season, but
Pawlowski said the Faribault, Minn., native
would be moved to safety with the emergence
of freshman Casey Fraher at comer.
"We've got a great nucleus.of comers, and
we moved Dean to the safety spot to iive that
position some more athleticism," Pawlowski
said. "(Dean's) smart and talented enough to
play both positions., but we can use him back
at safety.'.'

great field position."
The offense may have some rebuilding to
do in replacing ty.,o of the most prolific
scoring threats in SCSU history.
Senior Jerry Reitan appears to be first in
line to replace Martin, offensive coordin~or
Peter Shinnick said.
"We have a lot of people at tailback, but
Reitan has the first crack because he's started
games, he 's a senior, and he's got the
experience," Shinnick

than 1,000 yards last season.
"McKinney caught over 50 balls and
Flanigan · caught almost 30," Shinnick said.
"We also have people like Eli Blosser and
Stephen Turner coming back with
experience."
~
Anchoring the offense will be many
returners on the offensive line. Sophomores
Brian Downing, Matt Reuter and Matt
Hegland, along with seniors Dave Camacho
and Matt Thompson will give whoevc.r
On the defensive line,
' '
said. "Behind him, we'Ve replaces Martin and Bouman the proiection
they need.
the Huskies Jost Cramlet, ==='i■■~=== got a lot of people."
but will receive help from
Junior transfer Brian
"It was great the past few years to have a
junio.r Tyson Sautter, who
Dupuis and junior Ramon gifted tailback like Martin,i:,ut hopefully the
sat out last season with a
Edwards will be two of offensive line will create opix,rtunities again
broken
wrist.
Also
the performers giving . for whoever is back there this year," Shinnick
returning up front are
chase for the starting spot. said.
On offense, the Huskies hope to provide a
::i:m~~1a:~:O:d
know
ix,s~;n is· :~,~rt~;baf~~ balance4, attack this season, despite going
heavy on the run the past few years.
Sau~t:;:~s~amlet :~:
~~rbe~::ns~~~:m~~
"Our objective is to be a balanced football
similarities, but Sautter
Matt Pawlowski
Keith Miller, Shinnick team," Shinnick said. ''We were lucky to have
a Randy Martin for the last two years, but this
.:~~hhavi: t~~h~rov~o~~ SCSLJ DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR sai~:Jon and Keith are year we want to be 50-50. H we have 200
Central Conference.
going to battle it out, but yards rushing, we hope to have 200 yards
"Sautter still has to prove that he can win, Jon is bit more experienced than Keith," passing."
and Cramlet was a proven winner in this Shinnick said. "Any time you lose a player
Defensively, SCSU hopes to provide
league," Pawlowski said. "Our line is very like Todd Bouman, the natural thing to do is stability through experience and tradition en
solid all the way across, though."
to open things up. We'll play the best route to a possible NCC crown.
The Huskies also return sophomore kicker quarterback and that's what we're looking
"In order to be a great team, we know that
Neil Fish and senior punter K.risAksteter.
for."
we've got to play great defense," Pawlowski
'To have great defense, you have to
Not every offensive position lost players, said. "We know that defense wins football
employ the kicking game," Pawlowski said. h{)wever. Wide receivers Mike McKinney games and we'll be the ones who win
"Aksteter is one of the more valuable players and Mike Flanigan return for the Huskies. championships. We will feel very good with
on this team because he gives our defense The duo compined for 74 catches and more whoever lines up for us out there."

In order to be a
great teanr, We
we've got to
play great defense.
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SCSU bounces back after dropping three
by Rob LaP/ante

deserved to win the game and we didn't."
Sophomore Husky reliever John Yollan,
pic~ed up the loss, as the Huskies dropped
After losing three of four games, the their first home game of the season 5-4,
Tuesday afternoon, the Huskies had
SCSU baseball team answered their next
their first Minnesota road encounter of lhe
challenge witfl a sweep of Northern State.
Monday ·afternoon, the Huskies split a season travelling to Winona, to take on
twin bill with Bemidji St.ate University, Winona State University.
While the game was a pitchers duaJ for
winning game one 12-2, but dropping the
lhe first four innings, things would change
second game in extra innings 6-5.
·
in a hurry.
In the first game, the
WSU would erupt
Huskies got another solid
for 12 fifth inning runs,
starting
pitching
followed by four more
perfonnance
from
in the sixth to blowout
winning senior pi1cher
' '
the Huskies l 8-1.
Jamie
Meyer (3-2).
Sophomore pitcher
Meyer pitched a complete
Nathan Winter pitched
!1~~:ing only
well until the fifth
inning, where the BSU
runs.
bats would come alive.
1lre Huskies had to
, Bemidji was led by
rally for the win, scoring
catcher Aaron Braund
their 12 runs in the final
who went 3 for 4 at the
three innings after trailing
plate and driving in a
2-0 through four.
career high eight runs.
The 12 runs by the
Luis Versalles
The game got so out
Huskies marked the si th
$CSU SENIOR INFIELDER
of hand, Lorsung said
straight game they have
he decided to give his
scored at least ten runs in
tired bullpen a rest.
a game.
"In that situation, we didn't have our full
"We're getting better each game," said
SCSU senior infielder Luis Yersalles. complement of pitchers," Lorsung said.
"Right now we're getting good hitting up "So we decided to pitch Versalles and
a_nd down the lineup and the pitchers are all (junior infielder Scott) Kragh to rest our
bullpen a bit."
pitching well too."
While the Huskies suffered their worst
The Huskies exploded for 17 hits and
everybody in the lineup had at least one hit. defeat since the 23-3 loss to Kansas
Junior catcher Rob Turck led the attack ~u~~:;~J.' Versalles said th e Huskies got
going 3 for 4, doubling twice and driving in
"We didn't play well at all," Versa1les
five.
Six other Huskies finished with two hits said. "(Winona) swung the bats well, and
you have to give them credit."
each.
Turck supplied the only run for the
As the SCSU bats were loud in game
one, BSU pitcher Aaron Halvorson was Huskies in the seventh inning on an RBI
single scoring freshman infielder Shane
quick to silence them in game two.
Halvnrson pitched 7 2/3 innings Kavanagh, spoiling the shutout bid for
allowing eight hits and five runs in the Winona pitcher Matt Hoppestedt.
Hoppestedt allowed the one run in seven
Beavers' 6-5 nine inning victory.
BSU reliever Steve Loesch picked up innings to pick up the win.
Versalles and Kragh each pitched an
the win in relief.
"Bemidji's pitcher really threw well," inning allowing seven combined runs.
The Huskies would eventually lose their
said SCSU head coach Denny Lorsung.
"(Halvorson) was throwing strikes and kept third game in a row and second of the day
us off balance the entire game. They really to WSU after blowing an 8-1 lead heading
outplayed us and deserved to win that into the last half of the seventh inning.
Kavanagh led the hitting attack driving
game."
Bemidji outfielder Joe Burgess drove in in four runs, while homering.
WSU
were led by leadoff hitter Jamie
four runs for the Beavers helping them to a
5-2 lead heading into the bottom of the Olson, who went 4 for 5 with a homer and
third baseman Chris Popp, who homered
seventh inning.
The Huskies battled back in their half of twice and drove in five runs for Winona.
Huskies starting pitcher Jay Jahnke
the inning to score three runs and force
extra innings. Bemidji would tventually pitched six solid innings for the Huskies,
win lhe game in the.top of the ninth inning. allowingtworunsandscvenhits.Hestruck
·
"We had our chances to win the game," ollt.seven.
Sophomore reliever Tim Scully and
Lorsung said. "But so did (BSU), they
SPORTS EDITOR

;!\~hei~~e;;

The main thing is
we got back the
next day
got
back on track
with two nwre
wins.
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SCSU sophomore pitcher Tim Klinnert delivers a pitch to home plate in the
second game of Wednesday's Northern State game. Brost and SCSU won the
game

j

Vollan were the beneficiaries of some bad
fielding which helped add to the ninth
inning rally for Winona.
"We made three errrors in the one inning
and our defense really fell apart," Lorsung
said.
The Huskies would try to end their three
game skid with a doubleheader Wednesday
afternoon ag~inst Northern State at Dick
Putz Field.
In the first game the Huskies sent out
junior pitcher Matt Oelschlager, wtio is a
perfect 2-0 since lhe spring break road trip.
Oelschlager (3-2) would continue to fire
blanks, as he pitched a five inning one-hit
shutout in the Huskies' I0-0 win.
Sophomore outfielder Mike McKinney
would supply the offense going 2 for 3
while driving in five runs, thanks to two
more homers, giving him a team-leading
six for the.season.
. In the second game, Husky' ' bats were
ahve again scoring 12 more in their 12-4
win to pick up the doubleheader sweep.
Junior Starting picher Pete Brost,

pitched out of a bases loaded, no out jam
:,vit? SCSU leading 5-4 in the second
mnmg.
Lorsung said that was the key play of
·the game.
"We went out to talk to (Brost),"
Lorsung said. "He got excited once they
started hitting the ball, then he did an
excellent job of shutting them down."
. SCSU had 15 hits in the game,
including home runs by Flanigan, and
Versalles.
Yersalles said the three losses earlier in
the week hurt, but the team bounced back.
"It was a set-back," Yersalles said. "The
main thing is we got back out the next day
and got back on track with two more Wins."
The Huskies' overall record now slands
at9-l6,aftera l-13start.
SCSU will next compete Sunday and
Monday against North Central Conference
rival University of North Dakota.
Sunday's doubleheader starts at 11 a.m.
and Monday's begins at I p.m at Dick Putz
Field.

SUMMER
RENTALS
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Classic 500, River Ri~e
Bridgeview South an
Bridgeview West
Prices from

HOUSE.P..,INreRS

NOW HIRING IN
THE TWIN CITIES

$95withtoall i1so
t e
amenities
you expect.

I.Akeside

-(11:iJ

.

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

Great Full-time
Summer Job
Opportunities
• Crew managers & painters needed
• Excellent pay & incentives
• Four day work week
• No experience necessary
• Paid training
, 'Year-round employment opportunities

(612) 942-9709
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Track teams head Tennis looks to finish strong
Men and women look to continue their momentum
their seperate ways
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

After finding om SCSU had the
North Central Conference's men's
and women's outdoor track and
field athletes of (he week, senior
thrower Sandy Dingmann took it
with a grain of salt.
"It's nice," she said of the honor.
"But it's our tum to get the honors.
In the past, it was always North
Dakota who dominated and now
it's in our hands."
Dingmann, along with men's
distance runner Bob Ewings were
honored Tuesday after Ewings
finished first in both the I00 and
200-meter runs at last weekend's St.
Thomas Invitational.
Dingmann's first place throwof
155-8 in the discus throw last
weekend provisionally qualified her
for the Division II outdoor national
meet.
Dingmann said she was
surprised
with
her results,
considering it was her first outdoor
meet of the year.
"In the past three years, I don't
think I have ever started outdoors
that well," Dingmann said. "I
wasn't used to the bad weather, so it
was a surprise that I started out
. really strong."
Saturday's meet at the Carleton
Relays in Northfield, Minn. will be
the only outdoor meet where the
men and the women will split.

The men will be at Carleton,
while the women will be at St. Olaf
College.
"It's nice to be together as a
team," Dingmann said. "But it
wasn't until last year that the men's

and the womCn's team combined,
so it shouldn't affect us."

Men's senior Pole Vaulter
Dustin DeRosier, who fini shed first
at St. Thomas with a leap of 16-0,
said he is not surprised with the
success of the team early on in the

outdoor season.
"Everyone is working-their tails
off right now; so I'm not surprised

with the start," DeRosier said. "If
anything, it's just an extension of
the indoor season and the ability is

still there."
Dingmann finished fifth in the
hammer throw last weekend and
was edged out in the shot put throw
by teammate Julia Karst, freshman,
who finished first with a throw of

42-8.

.

Dingmann said the competition
with Karst has been both good and
bad this season.

"It does bug you a little bit, since
it is someone younger than you,"
Dingmann said. "I had the same
thing two years ago, when Angie
West would flip-flop top finishes,

but it's good because it's someone
who will push you to perform
better."
Both the men and the womeri's

meets will take place Saturday at
I p.m. in Northfield, Minn.

by R_ob LaPlante

'We expect a victory against SDSU," he said. "You
SPORTS EDITOR
don' want to take anyone Iiihtly, but I'm sure mfr guys
•
will perfonn admirably."
. It's ~bout ~inning and leaving a lasting impressio~.
Unlike the men's team, the women's team has no
While semors_ Brent Feddei;na, J~on Muhl Chris .. seniors on this year's squad and junior Karissa Egge
Sl~k and the enttre S~SU mens tenrus team prepares said the women's team has really put together a solid

~S~e;~~~: ::c~h;~~ ~~~j 0 ~a:~~e~eo~:ted~e::;;
preparing of his own.
'This is the final match of the careers for our three
seniors," Schlorf said. "I'm going to sit with all three
~~ ~~~h~da~ i7u:;~, about playing their last couple
Feddema has posted a 4-2 singles record, playing
mostly at. the No. 3 spot. So far this season Feddema

While the SCSU track team
'1,Vi_ll com~re_.· in Sout)iepl
Mmnesota thi~ ~kend, S<;ST.J
senior r,oie . "Vaulter PI.\Stin
~· Dt:Rosier wi'fl ~ even ftuther

I
I

~outh,

i

,_

DeRosier, who recently"$et Qle

DeR'.osier said bewasn't sure
if he Can_. win the event this
weeken~ !Jut it will be "good
preJ?araugn" f9r. th&'. 'butdOQr
sW,pn.
"". · "The , numl>er Qne ~vauJter

Friday at 4 p.m., the Huskies will play at SDSU.
Saturday, they will take on Augustana College and the
l!niversity of South Dakota beginning at 9 a.m.
Muhl has posted a 7-9 singles record this season,
The Huskies (1 J. JO overall) have posted an 0-2
playing mostly at No. 3 or 4 singles and Slack has
record to NCC opponents this season, losing both
been the most prcx:luctive Husky with a 13-4 record at
matches to Mankato State University.
the No. 2 singles spot.
Egge said ~e improved play recently has them
"In the last few matches of your playing caree.r,
geared for this weekends NCC opponents. ,
those are the ones that you remember the most,"'We want to beat these·teams and we feel we can,"
Schlorf said. "I want to tell them to just give it
everything they got, because this is what it is all about. Egge said. "After last weekend, coach (Larry Sundby)
Even if they lose their last matches, I will still consider was· really excited and pleased with our play."
all these guys champions."
Winning all three matches would be nice, but Egge
SCSU ( 11-7 overall) has a scheduled match this said they have other goals heading into their final four
Saturday at 3:30 p.m. against the University of St. matches before the NCC Championships at the Tennis
Thomas, before closing out the season Sunday at 11 Center.
a.m. against . South Dakota State University at the
"We have it in our minds to go out and play the best
National Tennis Center.
we can," Egge siµd. "Our team goal is to finish above
"St. Thomas is an outstanding team," Schlorf said. .500 and I think we can, but we have a tough weekend
"In the past, we have had some very tight matches with ahead."
State.

them and we're looking forward to playing them to
prepare us for some tough competition before the
North Central Conference Championships."

,..11/i' ~"!'ntand IK>pestosee ~

th_,_-- io~

1!1fQl!ljlOtiton in l!letatto~. '
"11's justc?s&:nahlng to ~
bow 1 stack· up• with the 0th~
vaulters in the ll}niled States~• he

I

~~
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The women will close out the regular season with a
match Tµesday afternoon at the College of St.
Benedict's at 3 p.m.

As for SDSU, Schlorf said he's confident they will
win that match.

(LawrenceJohn'son) in the nation

NCAA indobr ))()le vaulting

; record at

"Int~ beginning, we didn't kno~ what to expect
with this team," Egge said. "Lately we have been
winning and it's not really a surprise to us because we·
just need~ to play and get the experience."
The Huskies have -one six of their lasi seven
matches heading into this weekend.s matches with
three NCC opJ)OfienL<;.

~o~~: ~~e::::n~ag~;i~tt~ri:s: : ;e ~=a~~

[i>eR0Sier J:iead~ south
,

~~~~onsidering they have five first year players'on

weather and it will get me .ready
·for the Drake Relays.. ];want to
win Drake.~

lileRoS!ergdt 1,;s·,fillt ~-Of
.1he olllddor*seasl,n, ale

11,<,vs,.-

lbotnaS'lnlita'tional last.we,;bmd

wheiehefimshed fim )'11,haleap
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CINNAMON RIDGE APARTMENTS
Premiere Student Housing
For information
call

APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-40.40

,c:-+ Heated Swimming Pool

c-t Air Conditioning

c-t FREE Parking/Outlets
·c-t Sand Volleyball Court
,c:-+ Heat and Water Paid
,c:-t Phone/Cable Eac;h Bedroom
e-t Ceiling F~s In Every Bedroom
,c:-t Keyed "Bedroom Locks
,c:-t Microwaves/Dishwashers

e+ Laundry Facilities
e+ Vending Machines
e+ Campus Clipper & M$ Bus

c-t Large Stonige Room
c:-t Frost-free Refrigerators

,c:-t Individual Leases
,c:-t Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

Call 252-2633
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In the second game, SCSU
picked up two runs in the fourth
inning to take the lead for good
against UND, winning the game
2~1.
Throughout the two games and

the entire season so far, the Husky
defense has been unstoppable
Becker said. During the month of

Mfu-ch, the Husky defense was
ranked number one in the nation
in team fielding.

"The

pi tchers

Friday, April 18, 1997

have good

defense behind them so we want
the hitters at the plate to hit the
ball and have faith that the defense
will pick it up," said-Becker. "We
have defense behind the pitching."

First year left fielder Danny

~::~it~ Ii~/ :p I~~ T~:%
slapper who had two slaps
through the infield in the second
game. She went 3 for 5 in the

doubleheader.
"Hitting has been hard with all
the switching around, but I'm
starting to get the hang of it," said
Catanzarite. "I just have to keep
my eye on the ball and stay
focused. My confidence has been

down, but now it is coming back
up. I have been getting a lot of pep
from lhe team and the coaches and
that helps when I'm up at the
plate."
The olher Husky that has hit
well lately is first year right fielder
Lisa Rosauer. Rosauer had three
of the IO hits in the doubleheader.
"She (Rosauer) hit the ball
really hard, even on the outs," said
Becker. "I'm very happy with her
performance. We have moved her
up in the lineup from seventh to
fifth because she consistantly hit
the ball during the University of
Northern Iowa Tournament."
This weekend, the Huskies
travel to Mankato State for the
Mankato State .Tournament.
The Huskies will play three
tough teams back to back to back
on Saturday.
After a bye in the first round,
the Huskies will play South
Dakota State, who they have lost
to twice.
The next home game will be
April 22 in a doubleheader against
Mankato State.

Prf vate Rooms
Avoid the parking problems and the extra
time it takes to get to class each morning ...

Live right off campus, yet enjoy all the
benefits of campus living.
Conveniently located across the street from campus o n 3rd
A venue South. The building has off street parking, garages,
laundry facilities and cable TV. Available for summer and/or
next school ,year.

Summer'rent: under $100 per month
During school year: .$170 per month and up

REQUIREMENTS
• Application (standard Chronicle
application form) .
• Ri:suni: (should adhere to AP
style guidelines)
• Portfolio (should reflect your
wrttlng and layout skills)

REQUIREMENTS
• Application (standard
Chronicle form)
• Resuni: (explain experience
and computer skills)
• Portfolio (reflecting your
design/layout and/ or
wrtting skills)

Contact
Eric J. Hedlund
13 Stewart Hall,
255-2449.

Contact
Samara Bilyeu
13 Stewart Hall,
255-3943.

Business Manger

Classified Manager

REQUIREMENTS
• Application (standard Chronicle
application form)
• Ri:suni: (should outline
accounting experien ce)
• Computer skills a plus

REQUIREMENTS
• Application (standard Chronicle
applica tion form)
• Ri:suni: (should outline layout
and communication skills)
• Quark experlen~e a plus

Contact
Annette Penning
13 Stewart Hall,
255-4086.

This is not a party house and smo.kers need not apply! To see
for yourself, call for an appointment.
Call Bob at 251-821 t

Newman Center. The Catholic Church on Carnpus.
S[

CLOUD TECHNICAL

396 First Avenue South

COLLEGE
Never S.top
I,.eammg.
MASS: SATURDAY: 5:10 P.M.

SUNDAY: 9 A.M .. 11:15 A. M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVEN TS INFORMATION : 251-J2 61
OFFICE: 25 1-32 6 0

Contact
Jill Otto
13 Stewart Hall,
255-4086.
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Artists discuss the meaning, purpose of public art
by Eric J. Hedlund

"I came from a community where none of us
could afford to buy art to put in our houses," said
Aiken, who has worked on more than 600 public
'1f it's art, it's not for everyone," the old murals. He said he wanted to make art which
saying goes. '1f it's for everyone, it's not art."
many people could enjoy at no cost.
People have struggled to define the purpose of
Minneapolis public artist Susan Fiene said
art for centuries. One type which is often a point Michelangelo's famous statue "David" is an
of contention is public art.
example of public art. An entire RenaissanceWhat is public art? . Examples include period city-state got together and decided this one
paintings and murals on the sides of buildings, image was the embodiment of their civic pride,
and statues of city founders
she said.
or other infl uential people.
" I think that in the
A panel discussion titled:
fragmented ·society that we
"In the Public Domain: A
live in today that kind of
Panel on the Nature of
cohesive statement is no
Public A rt" took place
longer
possible," Fiene
Tuesday evening in the
said. ''I don't think you can
Atwood Little Theatre,
make one statue that will
which sought to explain the
represent everyone's point
meaning and purpose of this
ofview."
·
form of art.
Today's public art needs
/eve~ to start at a more basic
Sponsored
by
the
University Program Board
level, and serve as
/eve~
Visual Arts Committee and
something about which a
moderated by art professor
community will feel good,
Joe Aiken, the panel
she said.
consisted of four Minnesota
In creating her public
Kinji Akagawa
public artists. Each have
art, Fiene said her own
PUBLIC ARTIST
public works in Minnesota
personal aesthetic tastes
and other states, and each
aren't as important as the
gave their own perspectives on what they thought community's, which she needs to research and '
of public art.
incorporate into her work.
"I think that 'public art' is almost a
Fiene's projects include a series of multicontradiction in terms," said Steven Woodward, a cultural panels on a bridge in northeast
public artist who, among other projects, designed Minneapolis.
the wooden sculpture hanging in the Kimberly A.
Kinji Akagawa, a Minneapolis public artist,
Ritsche Auditorium lobby. "Art is a very private worked on the landscaping of the grounds
experience, very similar to our own individual between Administrative Seivices and Centennial
lives, and one that needs to be really developed Hall. He said all art h~ a public nature, because
and grown, like our own lives."
people share the experience of viewing art.
Ta-coumba Aiken, a Minneapolis public artist,
"Collectively
(artists)
work
toward
said he didn't really learn about public art until aestheticizing the world in street level, museum
some people began to label his work as' such.
level, all over the place," Akagawa said.
• EDITOR IN CHIEF

Collectively (artists)
work toward
aestheticizing the
world in street
museum
all ·
over the place.

Scott AruJerson!ST/\FF PHOTOGR/\PHifR-

Minneapolis artist Kinji Akagawa (left) was one of four panelists

discussing interpretations of public art Tuesday night in the Atwood Little
Theatre. Art professor Joe Aiken (right) moderated the panel.

Splat: Paintball played for sport, stress relief
bl.
' ~~~iv!~ t~~
========'4--··•f========
by Tabitha Whissemore

According to Lim, it also

Every week, a group of students

~:3;f:11y :~:~s~OO b:11:~e; ; : ~
at once while players are trying to

!~

coo;,~:t:es~t~:~~!~~t~~YP1ayers

se~:~:;;:Pis notabranchof

~msa!dt:dc~~~:Y~J=~~:U:~

STAFF WRITER

~;:et~;,m;:;;?wi;e;~;s

~~.~ t~; •~ciU~:i:tb~~~~!b~roup.
Paintball is a fast growing sport
in the United States and former

helr,~~r~ !t :tt;:~!· paintball
available for everyone and reduce .
the price for people," Tetrault said.

~=d::i:~~~olas Lim said it is for

qu~~; fo~l:em:r;:; d!;~ ~~

"It really teaches teamwork,"
Lim said. "You really have to work
togethertowin."
Paintball Club Vice president
Adam Tetrault agreed. "It 's
something everyone can do," ~ e
said "It crosses the gender
color barrier. It is not an exclusive
sport."

the membership comes discounts
on the paint balls and gun rental.
Asfarassafety isconcerned,the
group has very rigid requirements.
"Safety is imperative," Lim
said. "If you break the rules, you're
out of the game."
The requirements, according to
Lim, are necessary for a number of

Tetrault attributes the new

ft,°{u~:1l:g o;la;~~
field.

It's something everyone· can do. It
crosse~ the gender and color batrier. lt
is not an exclusive sporl.
Adam TetrauH
VICE PRESIDENT

SCSU PAINTBALL CLUB
reasons. The main reason is
because out on the field, paintballs
can be flying through the air at
speeds up 10 200 · miles per
hour.
"It hurts to get hit," Lim said,
"but if you follow the safety rules,
you' ll be fine."

The Paintball Club started in
199 1 and now has more than 25
members, not · only from the
university, but also members of the
St. Cloud community.
"It was slow at fi rst, but through
a lot of promotion, we really got
noticed," said Lim.

"I,;;;~~s ~ t~:;·~ke~~'.·~ault said.
in 8s~id~,~~J:n~:;e7e::!ur:~
codn~~Yto~;~;ts-will host
the
first
_three-person
tournament,
where
teams
~~~ois

~~ne~~~~r

s:::~on= ~j

compete.
The cost is $5 per person, so
the club will not be making any
money
from
ii,
Tetrault
explained.
"We're just going to have a lot
of fun and hopefully bring some
new teams into the tournament
scene,"Tetrault said
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Schlotzsky's Deli has outdoor feel
by Jeff Dahler

Price

STAFF WRITER

There's a new deli in town, and its name
is Schlotzsky's- a national chain that has

recently moved into
St. Cloud.
It's located next to

the Crossroads
Shopping Center right
off Division Street. It
offers deli-loving
customers all of the
fixings' of an outdoor
deli, with the indoor
'-----____J atmosphere needed in
the frigid arctic (Minnesota) we call
home.

Atrn()sphere

·[tj[tjfii

[ti
Schlotzsky's is not cheap. This is one of
the deli's biggest flaws . For a sandwich,
bowl of soup and small pop I spent close to
eight dollars.
It is not like I expected my meal to be
under two dollars, but I have never been able
to understand why delis are so expensive. I
got a sandwich' for God's sake. Two pieces
of bread and some meat. No cooking. No
exhaustive food preparation. But, I guess,
what can a person do about it? I just think if
I am going to spend eight dollars for a
·sandwich someone should carry me to my
car after I have finished my meal.

Variety

The dining experience at Schlotzsky's is
quite pleasant.

.fiifii[H@

The set-up of the dining area is stainless
steel shelves and chairs, tables instead of
booths, indoor awnings and many
windows.
The customer has the feeling of eating
outside. Yet, because we live in Minnesoca,
and only have the opponunity to cat outside
over the July 4 weekend, it is more pleasant
to have the feeling of eating outside than
actually doing so.

As is common with most delis,
Schlotzsky's offers a wide variety of
sandwiches and other types of food. Besides
sandwiches, the deli offers soup, pi1.za,
salads, potato chips (their own brand) and
desserts.
If you decide you want to try one of
Schlotzsky's sandwiches you wil) have 10 to
12 options, and the choice of wheat, dark

rye, jalapefio cheese buns and sourdough
(which I recommend) bread. The pizzas are
8" personal sizes, and there are also about
10 different ordering options including
barbecue chicken, southwestern and
vegetarian, just to name a few. Customers
who desire salads (I hope you arc doing it
because you like salad and not because you
an, wasting your time dieting) can also enjoy
what Schlotz.sky's has to offer.

Service
~ ~IQ

~~

Schlotz.sky's has the standard deli
ordering counter where the customer
approaches, places their order, and waits
for the food to be prepared. Because of
this, and the fact that they do not
have waitresses or waiters, it is hard to rate
them on service. However, it is worth
mentioning.
This was the first time I had ever eaten at
Schlotzsky's. When I went into the store I
was kind of lost. I did not know where 1 was
supposed to go to order.
I was just standing there staring at the
menu. An employee came over to me and
asked me if it was the first time I had ever
visited the deli and guided me through the
ordering procedure.
Such friendliness and willingness to
help the customer is always greatly
appreciated.

Cleanliness

[tjfiifii
One of the first things I noticed about
Schlotzsky's upon entering was the
cleanliness. Not only were the tables all
clean, along with the floors and many
windows. The counter (where the food is
ordered) was also very clean. This is
something thafis not always found at delis.
Because of the nature of the business it is
very common 10 see lettuce, tomatoes and
bread crumbs on the floor and the
employees. At Schlotzsky's this was not the

case.

overall

[ii[ii[ti
Schlotzsky's is a good place to get a
great meal. The food is exccllent,.it is
prepared fast and the employees offer
friendly service. The food is not cheap, but if
you are looking to eat at a deli you already
expect to spend some of the musty
presidents in your wallet or purse. Overall I
would recommend everyone give
Schlotz.sky's Deli a try, even if you arc not
usually a fan of deli food. Especially since it
is getting closer to summer, and it is nice to
get away from the greasy gut-rot served at
fast food restaurants.

J\prH 13 - 19 is ~n:tiomtl 11,lihrn:rJJ ~eek.

Gttt o. nbro.rt co.rd.

Check out some books about 0our favorite hobblj. :!?gar! what gou want to.

Attention
Pre-Business
Students

You are required to come to the
Student Services Office to obtain
your ACCESS CODE, THE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER.
Advisers will be available in
BB 123, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Starting April 8 for Summer Quarter
and April 28 for Fall Quarter 1997.
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Minnesota reggae show rocks Carpet
by Jeromy Cannon
LIVE MUSIC CRITIC

The return of Minnesota's own
reggae band Ipso Facto was a
successful one.
Friday, April 4, they played at
the Red Carpel. The band was lead ·
by Wain McFarlane - with no sign
of Juju or Greg McFarlane. He has
instead recruited very talented
musicians from Chicago, and
North Carolina. McFarlane
explained to the crowd he had
been living in Hawaii for the past
two years.
The first set included a few
covers from the likes of the Beatles
and Steve Miller, ·oddly enough.

Mcfarlane broke a sweat as he
poured a definite passion :ind
energy into his singing and guitar
playing. His energy was especially
prevalent every time he asked the
audience, "Ya HAVIN' F1JN
YET!?"

Ipso Facto brought a defiant
energy with them that was easily
transferred to the crowd. The
audience seemed to grow at a
geometric rate as the night
progressed. The main floor was
quickly covered as the herd of
people was called to dance.
The band's set list was mostly
songs that will be on their
upcoming CD. I sat with the
manager for half of the show - he

told ""me in confidence that the new
CD will be recorded the following
week. .. ~ just keep the
information to yoursel~es.
He also informed me Ipso
Facto will be recorded with some
heavy musicians from major
groups ('The Artist-" Prince, etc.)
but you didn't hear that either.
As a little side note, their
manager has quite a musical
reputation himself. He has played
with Miles Davis.
The set list also included songs
from their current CD, "Welcome
to Jamerica."
These had a different feel. They
were played heavier, reggae beat,
but on the CD they had more of a

jazz quality to them. Either with a
jazz or reggae feel, they both had a
nice sound. Live, they were heavy
with drums and guitar, as they
begged the sound man to boot their
volume.
The first song from the current
CD was "Babylon is Restless-" a
bassy reggae song. Mcfarlane took
this more .u~beat song as a chan~.
to show his mfluences such as Juru
Hendrix and Bob Marley. 1be final
set included a pulsing, sultry
version of "Love Hurts," also from
"Welcome to Jamerica. This was
played on a darkened stage as
Mcfarlane played one for the
ladies. Ipso Facto ended their show"·
with a free form rap, and finally

Mcfarlane playing it hard with
Jimi Hendrix's "VOOOoo Chile."
I really don't like giving ~
a completely positive review,
but I have nothing negative to
say.
lbey put on a powerful,
energetic, tight show that made
you think that all four members
had ~n playing for f1Uite ~while.
I highly recommend seemg
them when they retum to the
area from their touring and
recording. I will warn you that
the current CD is very mellow
compared to the harder, funkier
live performance.
But, all in all, Ipso Facto is a
great Minneapolis band. '

Mahoney's latest isn't as mean as live show
by Betsy Cahill
MUS/CCR/TIC

Tim Mahoney is a Minnesota
music legend.
So, it is with great caution and
fear for my
life that I
write this
column.
Being born

;n
Minneaix>lis
and
criticizing
Mahoney's
music is like
being born in Vatican City and
dissing the Pope.
Of course it's not that I don't
enjoy Mahoney's music, it's all
just a little strange.
Firsl and foremost, Mahoney
puts on a great show and is at his

best when playing various bars
"Change Your Mind," Mahoney
around the midwest.
pleas for the mixed signals he is
receiving to be clarified to reveal
In the past couple of years the
tides have begun to tum and he has their true meaning.
In a Freedy Johnslon~esque
decided to capitaJize on his
style, Mahoney complains, "'Coz I
ix>pularity and produce a few
can't always read between the
records.
When I first received his
lines/You're throwing my heart too
second album Now in the mail, I
many signs." This chorus is
took on certain glow as the
wrapped up in a tasty melody as
excitement began to overtake me.
sweet as Captairi Morgan Cake.
I had ~n Mahoney play a
The perky rhythm is perfect for
dancing, which is one of the
handful of times back home - but
now I had a chance to hear what
reasons Mahoney has such
the master singer/songwriter could
awesome live shows. He knows
do in the studio.
exactly how to get a crowd
I am not very impressed, to tell , bouncing around the dance floor.
you the truth.
Mahoney fronted the local band
Mahoney is ~ay too happy. It's
the Blue Meenies for a couple of
the kind of happiness that just
years before he split and went solo.
The Meenies, who unfortunately
makes you want to slap some
sense into the guy and tell him to
are not blue anymore, still back
wake up.
Mahoney at his numerous shows.
In the album's first single
The third track to the new

a

II Safety alert II
Members of the campus community should be aware that on
April 15, University Public Safety received a report of an
incident that occurred in the Education Building.
A female who was working in an office located in the building
noticed a man standing in the hallway. When she turned.her back,
an individual she believes to be that man approached her and
grabbed her buttocks.

The description of the suspect is:
White male
5' 11"
Black hair
Full beard
Husky build
Aged 30-35
Members of the campus community are urged to immediately
report any suspicious person or activity to University Public ,
Safety (255-HELP) or the St. Cloud Police Department (2511200).
It is recommended that all members of the community practice
personal safety:
Be observant of people around you
Lock all offices when not in use
Walk in groups
Advise campus guests of safety precautions

album is "Free to Say." Mahoney
showcases this newfound maturity
in his songwriting when he
blatantly slates, ''I can't understand
why it's wrong to act the way it
goes down inside/ The way I feel
it's my life, if you don't get it I
don't really care." The
emix>wering, self-confident lyrics
are backed by joyous harmonies
and frolicking guitar riffs that take
you back to the simple time of
your childhood when you used to
eat glue and make mud pies.
Mahoney draws from
influences such as Sheryl Crow,
Shawn Coleman, and earlier U2
ventures. He has a
characteristically high pitched
voice that flows along and follows
suit with some R&B and soul
artists.
"Breakdown Inside" is the first
worthwhile·attempt at sounding

hurt that shows up on Now.
Despite the contagious melody,
Mahoney .manages a more blues
style guitar solo and the damaged
cries of a devastated man as he
sings, "My heart's missing and
you're not listening/ To the sounds
it makes when I cry."
Tim Mahoney, who once had
the pleasure of having Alanis
Morissette open for him, sold over
J0,000 copies of his solo debut and
will probably sell twice as much
this time around. His laid back, no
worries attitude is what has made
him a star and Now certainly
exemplifies that. Some of us will
just have to be satisfied with
attending live shows so we don't
need to cope with too much
sunshine in our lives.·
Tun MaJwney and the Meenies
will play at the Red Carpet on
Saturday night.
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EDITORIAL

Minnesotans up
in arms over
'Fargp,' ya - get
over it, hey
The hype is Over (for the most part), the Oscars have been
given out and most people have gone on with their lives except for a few Minnesotans.

Some can still be heard griping about how poorly the movie
"Fargo" portrays residetits of the Midwest. As if Minnesotans
were the first or only group to coUectively be made fun of on
screen for their actions or dialect.

STAFF OPINION

Think of all the films in which the idiot character has a

southern accent and is from Arkansas - or better yet,
Greenbough, Alabama.
Do Minnesotans think they are the only victims of such
movie-making tawdriness? It is doubtful. In fact, it is false.
For many years, audiences laughed at African American and
American Indian characters portrayed as monosyllabic
numbskulls who found themselves in a variety of "comical"
dilemmas.
Though the examples above were more damaging to the
advancement of the people they portrayed, Minnesotans being
the butt of a few jokes is simply fair play.
The point is, it was a movie. In fact, the two writers of the
screen play were from Minnesota. The movie, despite its few
violent scenes. could be looked at as aJ,esson in learning to
laugh at ourselves. To those who took offense, ask yourself,
"What harm was done?"
Okay, so maybe someday you'll be sitting at a cafe in Los
Angeles and the server will ask to take your order. You'll ask
for potish sausage and suddenly your secret will be revealed.
The server will know you are from Minnesota. Oh no! As if
they would not have been able to tell otherwise.
It just seems cxld that people ·are up in anns over this movie.
Films depicting murder, shootings and borderline pornographic
material hit the big screen everyday and some people sit
reactionless.
Sit back and take a look at what is funny about us as
Minnesotans. Quit thinking we live in a vacuum where we are
absent of accents. Arld the next time someone .from out of state
asks if you are a Minnesotan; say, "Ya, sure, yoil betcha."
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There's only danger in liasons
Imagine sitting by an open
window in the afternoon
sunlight. The rays invade the
room through the shiny glass
and beat down on your lap
while a cool breeze drifts in
and tousles your hair - a caress
from the spring day.
All class work is completed,
happy hour hasn't started and
you're flipping through the
latest Glamour,
People Magazine or
Rolling Stone to pass
the time.
Suddenly, like a
dark cloud bursting
over a picnic, a
striking, thoughtful
and philosophical
Public Service Announcement
advertisement tickles your
exploring fingertips.
The picture is of a man and
a woman, both dark-haired,
frozen in a moment of lust.
They're embracing and he's
whispering into her ear - the
scene is covered in sexual
shadows and doused in
physical intimacy.
Imposed over the photo is
white lettering which reads:

because I adore good,
insightful quotes. Still, this one
was among the best and most
memorable I've ever
encountered. I couldn't stop
turning it over in my mind.
This message described the
wanton, college lifestyle in a
way nothing else quite has.
The casual, wild atmosphere
of parties and bars tends to
inspire quicker,
looser bonds than
those created by
rubber cement many relationships
begin when some
strange guy stumbles
up through the smoky
music and utters the
incredibly unromantic phrase,
which is the mating call of
parties and bars - "Wanna
beer?"
It seems that college
students don't date. Well they
do, but its not like I pictured it's all so
casual.
I've been on
my share of
dinrier-and-amovie dates,
and I've been
on group dates.
It's alf fabulous
and fun, but
any way you do
it, there's no
ceremony and there's little
romance.
Everything is so hurried and
rushed. People push their
relationships into situations and
arenas that precede the
intimacy of the emotional
connection.
It is difficult and trite to
wait, but it is so hard to

,....,.,==,,,,..,_,,,

"Once women waited to
hear three little words. Now
it's just two. 'I'm
negative.... "'
The message about HIV and
modem relationships in this
particular PSA struck me like
a fistful of sand.
I was so hit by this
statemeot about sex, love and
HIV, I ripped the page from
the magazine's binding and
tacked i~ up in front of my
typewriter.
~
I usually pay attention to the
PSAs and ads in magazines,

reverse midnight-made
decisions and when looking
back, so much more worth it to
feel truly connected with
another person.
Some wise person explained
this - ''The need for friendship
arises quickly, but friendship
does not."
I think this knowledge is
the key to true satisfaction, to
feeling truly fulfilled and
happy. It is not a unexpected
and excitement-filled night of
dancing, etc., with a handsome
stranger. Yes, this is fun and
an incredible ego booster.
However, the constant light in
joyful eyes doesn't come from
chance meetings like these.
This glow burns from
within. Fires like these start
from emotional interest,
honesty, friendship and
personality.
It is so easy to fall into the
trap of fast forming
relationships.
The thing is, in
the long run,
these unions are
so shallow, their
grave is dug
before they've
begun.
Also, college
students are
among the fastest
growing
population of those with HIV.
This alone should be
enough to scare everyone into
a monogomaous relationship.
It's honest and natural to want
excitement and passion.
However, good conversation
is ultimately more satisfying
and intimate than burning
kisses.

44
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College students
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fastest growing
population of
those with HIV.
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American Indian Students must learn to
journalism must pick up .their own trash
educate challenge .
'

by Michael Vadnie
Forum coordinator
Mass Communications professor

Here are five amwtated goals for the Native American Journalists
Association originating from the Town Meeting of"NaJive VoicesNative Echoes,"a First Amendment Forum sponsored by the SCSU
mass communications department on April 4. They are intended to
take the NAJA mission to a more specific dimension.
1. Commit to a spirit of education.
The group signaled "education" as the top priority for the year
2000 and beyond. This means journalists need to transcend "lip
service" and focus on efforts of American Indians to educate the
public about how to avoid stereotypes and outdated images. All
journalists should strive to take advantage of opportunities for
cultural and journalistic training. A crucial coverage emphasis
must be preservation ·of native history, pride and lore, reaching a
diverse audience, especially youth.
2~ Recognize the inherent responsibility vested in the
press-and in the citizenry.
Forum participants stated journalists should make it a primary
goal to scrutinize Indian news and issues in df:pth. This requires
an inquiring and open mind , supplemented by energy, cooperation
and sensitivity. It requires going beyond the anecdotal to tell a
story. Reporting without context yields inaccurate, biased
generalizations-the biggest enemies of journalism and infonned
news COQSUfTlei:~._, 'fhe puQlic _m.ust demand soljd journalism f(om M.
- - -its infonnation sources.
. 3. Know yofilbeat.
Is there anything more damaging to a journalist than making a
stupid mistake, regardless of the subject matter? Welcome to the
challenging, complex and intriguing quandary of trying to cover
controversial Indian issues such as politics., economics, religion,
environment, business, governance and social developments.
Panelists and audience members encouraged journalists to talk to
all voices: discordant as well as establishment, elders as well as
children, traditional as well as modem. Journalists need io spend
time learning about people beyond mere statistics, recognizing
both are sources of credibility as often as misinfonnation.
4. Encourage and ,!dvocate free expression clauses in
sovereign nation constitutions.
·
Despite its many grieVous faults in the troubled stewardship of
Americ<1;n Indian affairs, perhaps the most redeeming quality of the
United States and of its constitutional democracy is freedom of
expression. Most forum attendees reacted with incredulity upon
learning a majority of Indian tribes subscribe to a crabbed view of
free expression relating to tribe~operated newspapers. This seems
more akin to a corporate employment rule or newsletter policy than
to the legacy ofopen discourse, listening, negotiation and
compromise associated with the historic decision making
approaches of many bands. The power of the pen to unrelentingly
demand inclusion of free speech and free press clauses in tribal
constitutions must be a worthy goal for alT journalists.
5. Develop a user-friendly resource bank.
In view .of modem technology, Indian journalists need to assist
tribes-and themselves-by committing to developing and to
maintaining a data base. Ideally, this "think tank" could be a
repository of background history as well as contemporary coverage
concerning American Indians. It could include bibliographies of
history, literature, fact sheets, source lists and story ideas. Is it so ·
farfetched to envision a transition in communication resources
from smoke signals,.bark writings, bead chains and rock painting
to the Internet? An obvious catalyst could be the Native American
Journalists Association in cooperation with existing resource sites.
It is hoped these constructive suggestions might contribute
in a small way to more enlightened journalistic coverage of Indian
news and issues.

I would lik~ to convey my
disgust at the litter I see
covering the campus, especially
so close to Earth Day, 1997. I
find it alan;ning that at an
educational institution many
have,yet to understand that
snow only masks J>Ollution. We

all get to see the pollution ~gain better: Things might look
as soon as the snow melts- it
brown after the snow melts, but
doesn't solve the problem.
things don't have to look bad.
I've personally picked up
three bags full of fast food trash'"'"
Anthony Hunt
next to Stewart Hall. I've .also
Graduate J\ssistant
moved a bucket of cigarette
KVSC
butts to the trash. We can·do

SCSU should take action
against disruptive parties
Ms. Angela Bordeaux complains of being
suspended from SCSU for "hosting" a party
(University Chronicle, April 11 ). What she very
conveniently left out were the messy details: the
pervasive smeil of vomit and burned marijuana,
the possession of a keg without a permit, and the
issuing of 26 citations for underage consumption
(including two jssued to her roommates, one
issued to a minor, and those issued to other
SCSU students). Not to mention noise audible at
a significant distance. Frankly, I think Ms.
Bordeaux should thank her lucky stars that she
was not prosecuted by the county for the gross
misdemeanor offense of furnishing alcohol to
persons underage.
Maybe Ms. Bordeaux did miss the General
Notice published last fall in the Chronicle
(October I, 1996), but a careful reading of the
1996-1997 SCSU Code of Conduct should have
given her callse for thought. For some little

while now the Prohibited Conduct section has
included "Parties and/or large gatherings which
disturb the pea~e of campus residences or offcampus neighborhoods." Therefore, it should
have come as 90 s.urprise to Ms. Bordeaux that a
party disruptive enough to have been mentioned
in the St. Cloud Times (Sunday, February 9,
1997) caused her to become subject to the SCSU
disciplinary process.
Does this type of incident damage the
reputation of SCSti as a quality educational institution? Yes.
Do I feel that my degree from scSu is
tarnished by this kind of behavior? Yes.
Should SCSU have taken disciplinary action
in this matter? Absolutely!
Dorelyn F. Anderson
Alumna
Computer Science

SCSU still haunted by past
In resJX)nse to the editorial
entitled "SCSU vs. the party
school-not a simple solution"
(University Chronicle, April
15), we need to give the party
school image a rest. If you go
to any other college you will
find the same practices going
on. I am not saying that
drinking is good or leads to any
kind of productive behavior, but
alcohol use will continue on
this campus anp many other
campuses too.
The 1988 riots have left their
· scar on St. Cloud and SCSU.
They happened jn 1ll88, not
1997 or any other year for that
matter. SCSU needs to leave
the riots in the past and stop
lookir1g to keep that image
alive. Try promoting the
university by talking about

something positive like all of
any bar, not just in St. Cloud.
the programs that are nationally The bars do try to enforce the
accredited.
drinking age to the best of their
In the editorial, the author
abilitfes. At the bir where I
states that "they [doWntown
work, we confiscate an average
of
two or three fake ID's per
bars] try to make drinking as
accessible and as cheap as
night on the weekends. It is
humanly possible and, in some
impossible to stop underage
cases, have less thiln strict
drinking, because where there
adherence to Minnesota's legal
is a will, there is a waY. We
drinking age." The downtown
should not bMso quick to blame
bar scene is a competitive
the downto~ bars for the
market. The bar that has the
"party school" reputation that
lowest prices generally gets the . SCSU has.
business, as does any business
Some college students drink
in any kind of industry. The
and some go to parties, but not
city of St. Cloud does have a
all students do. The Chronicle
city ordinance that sets a
doesn't speak for all college
minimum amount that bars can
students. Choose your words
charge per drink.
carefully.
I would be lying if I said that
Daniel Olson
minors don't get into bars in St.
Senior
Cloud. However, this is true of
Political Science

University Chronicle encourages all readers to share their thoughts.
All letters must be typed, under 300 words and include name, year in school, major, a phone

Letter number and signature. Additionally, faculty and staff must include position and department. and
Policy ~~~~axo~~~~!n~7:u, name and city of residence. We reseive the right to edit for grammar,
Send letters to University Chronicle, 13 Stewart Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 or e-mail
them to: chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu. Call 255-4086 if you have any questions.
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Housing
1'S AND 2'S NEEDED
to fill four-bdrm. apts. and houses.
Heat pd., dishwasher, micro., A/C.

Summer and fall.

Maintained

buildings. EPM\ 251-6005.
1, 2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
$285-$375. Three month summer
lease. Located on Campus Clipper
bus route. Michigan Place
Apartments. 654-8300.

1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM.llt.PTS.
a~ailable summer only. Dishwasher,
micro., NC, free parking, campus
close. EPM, 251-6005.
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Great amenities, close in location.
Riverside, 251-8284, 251-9418.
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS_
Summer discounted rents, Jllne,
July and August. $260-$375. Low
security deposit. 654-8300.
1 AND ONLY PLACE TO RENT
for fall 1997. $185/month. Includes
heat, water, garbage and basic
cable. Under new management.
Close to campus. Limited access
building. High Point Apartments.
259-9673.
1-BDRM. APT.
$260/month. June, July and August.
SE side, parking, laundry. Call
Sharon, 654-8300.
•
1-BDRM. APT AVAILABLE NOW.
$380/month, Heat, water, garbage,
parking included. Located on
campus bus line. 654-8300.
1-BDRM. APTS.
starting June. 259-9434.

Classifieds

3-BDRM. APT.
1 or 2 bath. $360-$375. June, Ju~
~~~-~&J~st. A.C., on-site laundry.
3 MONTH SUMMER LEASE.
$115/month, June-August. A/C,
OW., microwave, mini-blinds. High
Point Apartments. 259-9673.
4-BDRM. APTJ$295/MONTH.
June, July and August. Basic cable
included, microwave, OW, AC miniblinds. High Point Apartment;, 2599673.
97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
Houses, apt. houses and apt.
buildings.
Responsible
and
respectful young adults wanted.
Dan, 255-9163.

$290/MONTH, SUMMER,
two-bdrm. apts., University and
Southview,
large
bedrooms,
reasonable rates for fall. Heat paid.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.

$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.

$300/MONTH-4-BDRM. APT.
Large apartment close to campus.
Three month summer lease. Close
to campus. 654-8300.

1-4-BDRM. APTJ
summer lease. $115/mo. includes
basic cable, D.W., NC, microwave.
Close to campus, shopping,"bus line
;~3~ntertainment. Call today! 259-

710APTS.
Two-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,
$600. Nine month leases. Electric'
Heat, free parking. Dan, 255-9163.

1 OR 2-BDRM. APT.
available now. $420-$485/month.
Heat includes. On-site laundry,
located on campus bus line. 6548300.
1 STOP SHOPPING.
Variety of apartments. 1-4-bdrm.
Close to campus, bus line, parking,
on-site laundry. Call Sharon, 654-

8300.
2, 3, and 4-BDRM.
apts. for summer only. 259-9434.
2-BDRM. APT. '$490/MONTH.
~eat, water, garbage included, onsite laundry., located on bus line.
654-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
$280-$325.
Summer
lease.
Volle)i>all court, picn~ tables, onsite laundry. Call today, limited
availabilfy. 654-8300.
, 2-BDRM. "$275/MONTH.
3 month summer lease. Close to
campus, on-site laundry. 654-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCSU, two, three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284, 251-9418.

Policies:
D~dline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) wonls per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices
are per issue.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standi~g account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are irl.side the door
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
·
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For_ more informat~on, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
dunng nonnal busmess hours.
AVAILABLE:
Efficiencies/studio/single rooms.
~:~I4.Campus Management, 251 -

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
$115/MONTH.
fall. Private rooms and four-bdrm.
June, Ju~, & August. NC, D.W.,
microwave, mini-blinds, huge bath. apts., heat paid, dishwasher, micro.,
NC., campus close. 251-6005.
259-9673.
--------$185?
BALCONIES FOR SUMMER!
That's right! Only $185/month. $290:"$325. June, July and August.
Individual lease '4-bdrm. apt. · On-site laundry, bus line. 654-8300.
Perfect for your group of 3 or4.NC, - - - - - - - - BEACHWOOD.
D.W., M!crowaves, large bath,
modern kitchen. Close to campus! One-bdrm. apts. near d.t. and
Coborn's. Twelve month leases
1997-98
housing
2
beginning 6/1 or 9/1. $310-$360.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
$185/MONTH • FALL '97.
BENTONWOOD.
Single room in al 4-bdrm. apt.
Includes heat, water, garbage. Basic 3/15 and 4/1. One and two-bdrm.
apts. SE St. Cloud, jnct. hwy. 10 and
~i~~~~~'.uded also!!! Call today •
23. Dan, 255-9163.

~!:it ~~-JiJ~.

A/C FOR SUMMER!!
$115/mo. for June, July & August.
Large rooms, modern kitchen
compl~te with D.W., microwave, lots
of cabinets. 259-9&73.
All YOUR HOUSING NEEDS:
251-1814.

.AMENITIES PLUS.
University North, two, three and
f~ur-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, NC, one and a ha~

-~~~~- 25~~~~~~~e Property, 251APTS.
;~~/~~t~~1~~.n~!~in:~r$~:~
per month. Three and four-bdrm.
available. Select Properties, 2531154. Sign now and save.

ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
apts. Eight locations, close to
SCSU, heat paid, dishwashers,
garages, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-

6005.
AVAILABLE 6/1.
Large three-bdrm. near downtown.
Hardwood floors, . very quiet.
$86~month. Includes heat, electric,
parking, one year lease. References
required. For appt., 259-4039.
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Properties. Phone 267-3291 or 2551274, Greg.

COLLEGEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. near Hockey Center.
H_eat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
d1shwashe!'5. 251-8284, 251-9418.

FOUR-BD~M.,
close to campus. Microwave, NC,
laundry facilities, garages and
parking available. $110 summer,
$220 fall. 253-1320.

FOUR-BDRM. HOUSE, FEMALES
located on 13th Ave. S. Bdnns.
COLLEGIATEVIEW.
remaining: 1-$200/mo., 1-$240/mo.
Two-bdrm. apts. $450. Electric Heat. Everythi_ng included. Available
Spacious, near Hockey Center. summernall. _Call (320) 654-6742.
Dan, 255-9163.
·
---G.,.-A:cR~A~G~E~AV_A_IL-.- CONVENIENT HOUSES,
at 627 7th Ave. S. Summer, fall.
<;:lose to SCSU and downtown, $40/month. 253-1610.
locked bdrms. 1 heat paid, spacious.
Riverside Property. 251 -8284, 251HALENBECK APTS.
9418.
Private rooms in large, two bath
apts. Still have fall openings. No
EFFICIENCIES
mommies? We specialize in
and one-bdrm. apts., close to matching people that don't have
downtown and SCSU. Many extras. group of four. 259-0977.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.
HIGH POINT APARTMENTS.
U~der new mgmt., dishwasher,
EFACIENCY APT. FOR RENT
. BENTONWOOD.
microwave, large rooms, A/C,
Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on __near SC_Sll. S_ummer, fall. Call Matt
bus line. $375-$400, twelve month at 253-5787, mornings. ·
lease. $425-$450, nine month
EFFICIENCY APTS.
lease. Jnct. Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan,
Three and twelve month leases
255-9163.
startin~ June 1. 400+ sq. ft., heat
pd., micro., NC. EPM, 251-6005.
BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four-bdrm. near Halenbeck.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED.
Tv_,io
showers,
dishwashers,
microwaves, security. Heat paid. Two-bdrm., one bath, poo!. All
utilities.
Nice! 654-8526.
Results, 253-0910.

CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra storage. Dishwashers,
garages, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-091 O.
CEDAR SQUARE EAST.
Special: one month free. One-bdrm.
$390, ,two-bdnn. $410-$445. Lots of
amenities including pool. On clipper
bus line. 251-3617.
CHARLAMAINE APT'S.
1997 summer's best choice. Across
from SCSU! Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared for building
with classic design. New unit and
common area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reserved heated
parking, dishwasher, microwaves.
Summer rentals include garage or
reserve parking spot. (limited
number of garages for summer
special). Tour us b/4 u make your
choice! Call 240-0234 to take a look.
CHECK IT OUT!!
Nice properties, great locations. 4,
5, 6 avenues, one block to campus.
Newly remodeled. EFFICIENCY, 12
month, $345/mo. TWO-BDRM.
APTS., 12 month, $275 each. Fall
$315 each, summer $155 each

~~Ee~:h~~~I ~~:~c~~ s~~~r

$135 each. ROOMING HOUSE.
Nine-bdrms, ten people. -12 month
$215, fall $245, summer $125. Star

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED.
Two-bdrm., two bath at West
Stonehil!. Very nice! $280. Call 2533139.
FEMALES:
private rooms in a two-bdrm. apt.
Sum.mer, fall. Utilities pd. , laundry,
parlong. 251-4605.
FEMALES:
Private rooms in two and threebdrm. apts. for summer and fall.
Utilijies paid, laundry, parking, clean,
quiet. 253-0451.
AVE-BDRM. HOUSE
~o shar~. One room·open, available
ImmedIately.
Free
parking,
~;;3.er/dryer. Call nmothy, 255. FOR RENT;
Nice four-bdrm. home available
Sept. 1997. Call Rick Theisen at
250-2284 or 253-7373.

FOUR-BDRM APTS.
in newer bldgs. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro., NC, campus .
ciose, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
Many styles and k>cations. Heat and
cable paid. 253-1154, Select
Properties.
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.:
~t~~~r $1251fall, $218. Call today,

4

NoW!R/il)t:big

3 imil4!BRMApts.
•• '\V)t!itn;f~fi~; fli:,t)in~e
1to Cam~us
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-rviE~~~'! ~
~

INCOME

processing meil for
national company! Free
supplias. post~ge: No
selling! . Bonuses! Slart
~ imrn-9diatoly! Genuine
~ oppcnunily! RumS.A.S.E.:
G V H C, SUITE 174

~

H 186 , N.FEDERAL !!llY
HOLLYWOOD.FL 33020

i

miniblinds. Fall rate-$185/person.
Summer rate-$115/person. Includes
heat, water and garbage. 259-9673.
HOT SUMMER DEALS.
One•bdon., $275/rn., two-bdITTI.,
$1 Wm., three-bdon., $109/rn. and
four-bdrm., $99/m. 253-1154.
HOUSE FOR RENT.
Locatedon5thAve.,nearSCSU.10
bclrms-three bathrooms, off-street
parking, all utilffies included. Gal
240-3554.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. MPM has the ITIOSt
complete selectioo for you. Dan,
255-9163.
HOUSES FOR RENT
summer/fall. 11-bdrm., 4 bath·
$2300, 4+bdon., 2 balh-$1120, 6·
bdrm., .2 barth-$1550. Some util.
paid. 251·7742.
HOUSES.
Great locatioos, quality living. 7bdrm.·13-bdrm.
Heat
paid,
responsible and respectful young
adults. Dan, 255-9163.
LANCASTER PLACE.
luxury off•ca~ Jiving startiQQ at

- -.a:~"-a"":5"~
'
~~¢:

modem light oak cabinets, window
furnishings, dishwashers, controlled
entries, attractive grounds, laundry
· on each floor, garages and plug-ins
available. 252-2000.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
wtth private bathroom and NC for
the older student. Utiltties includ_ed.
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
LARGE, TWO-BDRM. APT.
Free off-street parking, laundry,
microwave, newly remodeled, near
Halenbeck Hall. Summer rate-$250,
fall-$480. Call Glen, 251-0029. If no
answer, leave message. •
M&M SUITES.
One room efficiencies available for
summer and fall. NC, utilfties and
expanded cable included. Mature,
quiet clientele-. 259-9434.
METROVIEW APTS.,
two and three-bdrms., close to
SCSU, decks, dishwashers. Heat
paid, NC, security, garages, micros.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.
NORTH CAMPUS.
Three-four-bdrrns. wtth deq<s, dose
to campus. Garages, security,
dish·washers, micros. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
OLYMPIC II.
Three-four-bdrms. near Hockey

~~~fi ~:~~i:~~~~~:t:

security, garages and ports. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.
ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available summer and fall. Great
summer discounts. Gall Apartment
Flnde~, 259-4040.
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ONE-BDRM. APT.,
summer only. Laundry, no
pets. $195/rno. 253-5340.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. close to
campus for summer and fall.
Includes heat, dishwasher,
microwave, NC, mini-blinds,
laundry.
Yearly
rates
available. Campus Quarters,
575 7th SL S. 252-9226.

PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. Heat paid,

welf maintained bldgs., eight
locations, close to campus,
dishwashers, parking, laundry,
Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.

~

RAVINE APTS.
Fall 1997. 253-7116.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
to share three-bdrm. house w/two
mature students on east side.
Utililies pd., free laundry. $24!,'rno.
202-9598.
ROOMS FOR MALE STUDENTS.
Summer rates $99/month. Also
seven rooms available for fall. All
utiltties Paid. Four blks. to SCSU.
Call 251-5246 atter 4 p.rn.
SEVEN-BDRM. HOUSE.
Available summer, $99 per persoo.
Fall, $229 per person. All utilities
included. One block from campus.
253-1154, Select Properties.
SINGLES.
M/F, available immediately. $169 per
month. Select Properties, 253-1154.
SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
.
two large lidrrns., close to SCSU,
cheap summer and fall rates.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.
SPLIT LEVEL FOUR-BDRM!
townhouse. Summer and fall. Three
blocks from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.
STATEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, dishwashers, microwav_
es,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.
SUBLEASE SPRING QUARTER.
Single bdrrns. in houses/apts. Dan,
255-9163.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units dose to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
SUMMER & FALL
'97-98 school year. Two and four•
bdrm. apts. located in a house.
$210-$255. All utilities except
electric. 259-9283, 252·6697. Call
259-9283, 252-6697.

TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Nice, newer two-bdrm. apts. by
HaleQbecl< Hall. 251-8941.

Employment

$300-$900 WEEKLY!
FulVpait-tirne processing U.S. Gov't
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
. FHA mortgage refunds. Call 8 a.rn. One block from campus. Newly 9 p.rn. est. (504) 429-9233 ext 5311
remodeled, large bedrooms. 253· D15
1154, Select PropeftieS.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
TWO-BDRM. APTS,
reading books. Part.time. At home.
summer.
Three-bdrm.
apts., Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext. Rsummer and fall. Allan, 251-1010 or• 3883 for listings.
253-3488.
'
$1,000'S POSSIBLE .
TW0-BDRM.
typing. Part time. At home. Ton free
in 4-plex by Halenbeok Hall. (800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 tor
Summer/fall. Call 251 -8941.
listings.

----~~=~-

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE
in four-bdrm. apts. Located across
from Halenbeck Hall. Female, rent
$199, spn·ng quarter, heat paid,
whinpool, deposil $250. Gall 2400234;
WINDSOR WEST.
Four-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two
full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
secµrity. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.
.

$1500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. For
info., call (301) 429-1326.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in
fisheries, parks, r~sorts. 'Airfare!
Food,1odging! Get all .the options.
Call (919) 918-7767, ext. A199.
COLLEGE STUDENTS!

Alaska employment. Excellent pay

fishing three month salmon season.
WOMEN'S ROOMS FOR RENT
Plus constructioo, canneries and oil
summer only. Across from campus-.. fields. Call today for into. (504) 429on 5th Ave. Hardwood floors, 9223 ext. 5311 S15.
washer, dryer, free parking, well
kept. Call Tony at 202-9686.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
Earn to $2000+/rno. plus free wond
,travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.). Nq
exp. necessary. Room/board. Ring
Attention
(919) 918-7767, ext. C199.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GENERAL HELP WANTED:
Grants, scholarships, aid available
Need mechanically inclined person
~~11$$$r~!-~0~~11~;am~w~ 15-20 · hours/wk. around your
schedule. No nights/weekends.
into.: (800) 243-2435.
$5/hr. 252·1023. 2816 Di~sion St
EUROPE $229.
HELP WANTED.
Within
USA
$79-$129.
Caribb.lMexico $229 rA. Cheap Men/women earn $480 weekly
fares
worldwide!! assemb~ng circuit boards/el~ronic
·httpJ/www.airhitch:org. AIAHITCH, co~nts at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
(800) 328-2009.
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
FOR MY MOM.
Name a star for Mom. Just $33.
KCLD'S MUSIC IN MOTION
(+$2.50 s&h) Celestial Registry.
is IOOking for exciting, outgoing
(800) 446-3985 XHlll4.
people who are up to the challenge
of having fun. We are the areas
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax, most professional and fun mobile
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free D.J. service and we would like your
(800) 218-9000 Ext. ·H-3883 for talents and enthusiasm. We will
teach you how to become one of the
current listings.
best in the business. Call Derek at
252-4000.
LOST:
Diamond ring. White-gold band.
MALE CAMP COUNSELOR
Reward!! Call 240-0969.
posttions. Camp Foley, a northern
Minnesota coed camp seeks
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
. enthusiastic, fun • and dedicated
Professional. 240-2355.
mate counselors who enjoy working
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
with children in an outdoor setting.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, Instructors still needed in activities
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, such
as:
archery,
biking,
4WD's. Your area. Toll free (800)
boardsailing, fishing, lifeguards,
218-9CX)() Ext A-3883 for current . riflery, sailing, woodworking shop,
listings.
t~~ 8\eaders, ~i:~~~g. Contai

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two balbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
5340. ·
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
double wiJ!'~!Di:~. 15 min .. $5. i>JI other weekdays, $6.
THREE-BDRM. APT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 253-

from campus. Save money. $9900.
Call.Mark or Joo, 240-S281.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY.
Specializing in candids before,

THREE-BDRM. HOUSE
for rent starting June .. One blog!<
from campus. 259-9434.

i~~~isi~~I a!eJ ~~~rt;:~s~o~rij
work ·. Witt:i you to determine a
shooting schedule that will minto

TWO AND THREE-BDRM. APTS.
~g~~r~:s.Call Allan at 251·

ri~:ol1~~1~i;~c~:Jet.'a;~~
information, call 654-8501.

TWO-BDRM. APT. FOR RENT
near SCSU. Fall only. Call Matt at
253-5787, mornings.

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope, call: St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain SL; Suile 205, SI. Cloud.

~~~

staff@carnpfoley.com.
NANNIES!
Call the ELITE nanny service!
Exctting positions natioo-widel No
fee. Top salaries. One year
commitment Nannies Plus. Sandy,
(800) 728-3965.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT.
Want to work in America's national
parks, forests and wildlife preserves
with excellent beneftts and
bonuses?
(SeasonaVsummer)
Learn how from Outdoor Information
Services. Call: (206) -971 ·3624 ext.
N56816.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING.
Plus forests, beach resorts,
ranches, rafting companies. Up to

$12/hour. Nation-wide openings.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext.A199.
NOW HIRING.
Part-time sales positions for next
fall: ski dothing, ski hard goods, ski
mechaniCS. Fitzhanis Ski & Sport.
Call Steve or Dave, 251-2844.
NOW HIRING
youth guidance workers! Youth
guidance workers plan and lead a
variety of activities with ·elementary
children in a summer Boys & Girls
Club KIDSTOP program. You will
develop skills and gain excellent
career-related
experience to ·
enhance marketability, as well as
have a fun and rewarding summer
right here in St. Cloud' Apply at 345
30th Ave. N. or call The Boys & Girls
Club at 252·7616.
RIVERBOAT CREW.
Come
aboard
Mississippi
Riverboats this summer! Boat, office
and photo crew needed for
passenger vessels in St. Paul and
Mpls. Seasonal positions a~ailable
. April through October, variely of
hours. Start $6.50/hr. Padelford
Packet Boat Co., Harriet Island, SL
Paul, MN 55107. 227·1100 or (800)
'543-3908.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
opportunities at Wayzata Country
Club, west of Minneapolis. OutdOOf
work on the gott course. Unfonns,
meals and golfing privileges
.provided. Competitive wages and
fle~ble hours. (612) 473-6955.
SUMMER RESORT WORK.
Lost Lake Lodge near Brainerd, MN.
Hiring waitstaff and houselceepE!rs.
Intimate resort with uncommonly
good working environment Room
and board available.- 6415 Lost Lake
Rd., Lake Shore, MN 56468. (218)
963-2681. www.lostlake·.com/jobs.
html. e-mail: jobs@lostlake.com.

l'or Sale
1991 FORD PROBE.
85K, sporty, great condition. Asking
$5500. 743-4434.
MAC STYLEWRITER II PRINTER,
new cartridge, excellent condttion.
$150. 253-8933.
MOUNTAIN BIKE!
'96 Stump Jumper, aluminum 20.5,
rock shox, LX & XT bar ends,
computer and extras. $1200 rtl., will
salvage $799. John, 203-7056.
brognj01@tigger.

Personal~
CHRIST AND SATAN
are REAU Anxiety results when our
hopes are centered in anything

~~ f~~°1,~ls :~ory:· :~
know the truth and the truth will set
you free!
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. It is interesting to watch
on the news every day the religious
people terrorizing, torturing and
slaughtering each other in imitation
of their infinttely terrorizing, infinttely
torturing, and slaughtering Gods
(pretend beings). Questioning is
self-corrective.. Faith is self·
destructive. The biblical Jesus Christ
lied. ~1 am with you always, ...• (Matt.
28:20) •... but me ye have not
always." (Matt. 26:11)(John 7:34)
Dare to question all religion. Atheism
is true. Infinite torture is infinite
contempt. Those who threaten
others with infinite torture are
terrorists.
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Want to Get Ahead?
10TH ANNIVERSARY
QUARTER PASS SALE

$10
• ro car expense
•ro~hassles
• Campus Clipper service from your apartment or dorm to
scsu, all r'8jor sllllppolg areas, ,m pi,as c1 ""l)k>,mart
• 5---fromAtMlodto-onthe
l.jwaslyRoote
• 15 minute direct campus Clipper Wes1 service to
Crossroads
• Qiartar Pass Is good fllr unlimiled rides on the ,nm
Melr0Bussyslel!1

CC>ST
PER QUARTER
This special promotion is brought to
~u by St. Cloud State Administration
and the SI. Cloud Metropolitan
Transit Commission.
VALJD '97 F'AU. Ou,I.RTER OH'..Y.

CC>ST
PER QUARTER

$10

$900

• car payment
◄··········:

'

•gas
--··········►

• insurance
• parking permit

$450
$175
$225

$50

Do the Math before you get to college!
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL METRO

Bus

AT

320/251-RIDE

Wouldn't it be great to
get a computer for
graduation?
How about a Power Macintosh 4400 Series•.•
Featuring a PowerPC 603e microprocess.or
8x CD-ROM Drive
or maybe a Power Macintosh 6500 Series...
16MB RAM & 2.0GB Hard Drive
Featuring PowerPC 603e microprocessor
Multiple Scan 15AV Display
12x CD-ROM Drive
All that and more for$ 1,956
Built-in Iomega Zip Drive
Multiple Scan 15AV Display
With packages starti ng al $ 2,~55 up lo $ 2,554,

If you need a little extra cash
to swing the deal'.
We have the Apple Loan Program.
An 8 year,' low interest rate loan!
No prepayment penalty!
Defennent of principal payments while in school!
Get exactly what you want with~ quick ·turn around time!
For more info - 1-800-APPLE-LN

or maybe a PowerBook is more your style.
Like the 1400 series.
Featuring PowerPC 603e microprocessor
8x CD-ROM Drive
11.3-in. (diagonal) color SVGA display
With systems starti ng al$ 2,237 up to$ 3,133

Computer Store - St. Cloud Stale University
Engineering Computing Center Room IO I
Monday thru Friday 8am - 4pm
(320) 255-4944
http://www-acs-store.stcloud.msus.edu/
ComputerStore@stcloud.msus.edu
Mastercard and Visa now accepted!

